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JURISDICTION 
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdict ion in this matter pursuant to Utah 
( Dili Ann § 78 I 'a-^ i 'HO (2001 I and Hie Utah S t i p n i n e Cuu i l s poum ' i i i»1 flit 
case on July 10, 2007. 
S T A T E M E N T OF THE ISSUES and THE S T A N D A R D OF REVIEW 
Issue # 1 : II Jirl the II nal r u m I impm|M i i lv iest uk/v i l r . pu t rd u ia l i i i . i i fai Is on <i 
Rule 56 Mot ion for Summary Judgment? 
Issue #2 : Where all of the part ies, including the buyer, executed the Real 
November 28 , 2003 offer acceptance deadl ine conta ined in the REPC, and where 
the sellers accepted and retained the buyer's $10,000 earnest money payment, did 
the trial coi i» t err in conch iding as a i nattei of law i\ lat tl le REPC "lapsed" becai ise 
it was signed after the November 28, 2003 offer acceptance deadl ine? 
Issue #3: Where all of the parties later executed one or more addenda to the 
REP C i r i a t i i i i e I) n i a r 11 i e r, a» i d w I i e» e f! i e p a i t i e s p e rfo i i n e d t h e R E P C j 
years fol lowing its execut ion, did the trial court err in concluding as a matter of law 
that the REPC was unenforceable? 
Issue #4 : Did the trial court err in concluding as a matter of law that the REPC 
was void due to the Buyers ' fai lure to make a payment required in Addendum No. 
1 to extend the closing date even though a subsequent addenduni to IIIle REPC 
extended the closing date without requiring an extension payment and the REPC did 
not close solely because of the sel lers' breach and fai lure to perform? 
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Issues Preserved for Appeal: On June 25, 2007, Appellants filed a Notice 
of Appeal, appealing the trial court's Recitation of Undisputed Facts and 
Conclusions of Law and the Final Judgment, entered on June 4,2007. (Attached at 
Addendum B). The Issues also were preserved through Appellants' Memorandum 
In Opposition to Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, the associated Affidavits of 
Randy G. Young, Paul Timothy and Lorin Powell (R 248-92) and Appellants' 
associated oral argument (R. 578). The Issues also were preserved through 
Defendants' and Counterclaim Plaintiffs' [first and second] Objections to Plaintiffs' 
Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Request for Award of 
Attorneys' Fees, filed on November 27,2006 and January 10,2007, respectively (R. 
425-32 and 451-60) and Appellants' associated oral arguments (R. 577). 
Standard of Review for All Issues: The applicable standard of review is 
correctness with no deference to the Trial Court's legal conclusions. See Bonham 
v. Morgan, 788 P.2d 497, 499 (Utah 1989) ("Inasmuch as a challenge to summary 
judgment presents for review conclusions of law only, because, by definition, 
summary judgments do not resolve factual issues, this Court reviews those 
conclusions for correctness, without according deference to the trial court's legal 
conclusions." (citation omitted)). 
Further, the appellate court must review evidence in the light most favorable 
to the Appellants. See Themy v. Seagull Enters., Inc., 595 P.2d 526, 528-29 (Utah 
1979) ("As usual in reviewing a case disposed of in the district court by summary 
judgment, we consider the evidence in the light most favorable to the losing party, 
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and affirm only where it appears there is no genuine dispute as to any material 
issues of fact . . . . " ) . 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES 
Rule 56 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. (Attached as Addendum A.) 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
parties signed ,i Kl P<" .-11 nJ llitcr AIMIMKI.I but mlhet th.in lillc llu 
Addenda 1, 2 & 3, labeled them: 
a. "Addendum No. 1"; 
b. "Addendum No. Ill";1 and 
c. "Addendum No. 3." 
The second addendum is titled as Roman Numeral III, while the third of the three 
addenda is identified as arabic number 3. 
After real estate prices increased, the Appellees commenced the case by filing 
a Complaint on February 23, 2006, seeking a declaratory judgment that the REPC 
was void and non-binding. (R. 1-30). Appellants counterclaimed seeking specific 
enforcement of the REPC. (R. 31-71). 
I'lim lii tin: i (iiiinicncomtMil of l;x I discovoi\ II ir 1 n<il i iouil ijranhMl I IK 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. The Trial Court issued a 
Memorandum Decision on Plaintiffs' Motion on September 27, 2006. (R. 399-404, 
attached as Addendum D). This is an appeal from the Recitat : . I 
1
 Despite its name, Addendum No. Ill is the second addendum to the REPC. 
(R. 224 fl 22 and R. 210 U 17). There was a proposed second addendum that was 
labeled "Addendum No. 2" which the parties never fully approved. (R. 104 and R. 
1341J8). 
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Facts and Conclusions of Law and the Final Judgment entered in the Fourth Judicial 
District Court by the Honorable Stephen L. Hansen on June 4, 2007. (R. 548-56, 
attached as Addendum B and C, and incorporated by reference). 
The trial court found that the parties' REPC and its Addenda were void and 
non-binding for two reasons: First, the Trial Court correctly noted that all of the 
parties executed the REPC on December 1,2003. From that fact, however, the Trial 
Court found that the REPC "lapsed" because none of the parties executed the REPC 
prior to its November 28, 2003 offer acceptance deadline. Id. 
Second, the Trial court found that the REPC ceased to exist for a failure of 
consideration. (Id.). Specifically, the Trial Court found that the Appellants did not 
timely make a $10,000.00 extension payment Addendum No. 1 to the REPC 
required for extension of the agreement. Id. 
Based upon these findings, the Trial Court entered Final Judgment against the 
Appellants and in favor of the Appellees. Id. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
A. Background 
With the aim of developing a residential subdivision to be known as the 
Gurney Estates Subdivision, R.G. Young, Inc. and/or Assigns, as Buyers, contracted 
with Lloyd B. Gurney, Betty Gurney, Paul Gurney, Donna S. Gurney, Lee A. 
Jeppson, Larae G. Jeppson and Laree Smith (collectively "Gurneys"), as Sellers, for 
the purchase of approximately 36.57 acres of real property located in Utah County, 
Utah. (R. 189-206). To memorialize the transaction, R. G. Young, Inc. and/or 
9 
Assigns and the Gurneys executed a Real Estate Purchase Contract ("REPC") and 
three Addenda. (R. 189-206, R. 212 Iffl 4-5, R. 227 1f 6, R. 224 U 24 and R. 222 1f 
32). 
Stone River Development, Inc. and RCP Land Investments, LLC, are 
assignees of R.G. Young, Inc. in relation to the REPC and its Addenda. (R. 2261ffl 
7-8) (R.G. Young, Inc., Stone River Development, Inc. and RCP Land Investments, 
LLC collectively will be referred to as the "Young Entities").2 
Paul Timothy is a real estate agent that represented both the Young Entities 
and the Gurneys in relation to the REPC and its Addenda. (R. 212 fflf 1-3). Mr. 
Timothy drafted the REPC and its Addenda with input from the parties. (Id. at If 6). 
The final and fully executed version of REPC and its Addenda are attached as 
Exhibit 1 (R. 189-206) to Mr. Timothy's Affidavit. (R. 212 If 5, Mr. Timothy's Affidavit 
and the associated verified full and final copy of REPC is attached as Addendum E). 
As previously stated the REPC has three Addenda. (R. 212 If 5). The First 
Addendum to the REPC is labeled "Addendum No. 1" and was executed at the same 
time as the REPC. (R. 189-206, R. 227 If 6 and R. 212 1f 4). The parties also 
entered into a second and third Addendum to the REPC. (R. 191 and R. 189). The 
labels the parties used for the second and third Addenda can lead to confusion. The 
second Addendum to the REPC is labeled, and will be referred to, as "Addendum 
2
 "Blake Jumper and/or Assigns" and "Stone River Development, LLC" appear 
at one or more locations in documents associated with the REPC. These are not 
parties to the REPC and their appearance on any REPC documents is the result of 
inadvertent scrivner's errors. (R. 211 U 8 and 226 fflf 10-11). 
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No. III". (R. 191). The third Addendum to the REPC is labeled, and will be referred 
to, as "Addendum No. 3". (R. 189). 
The parties partially performed under the REPC and its Addenda for nearly 
two and one-half years before the Gurneys commenced this lawsuit seeking to have 
the REPC declared void ab initio. (R. 208-228 and R. 1-30). As more fully set forth 
below, for over two years the Young Entities expended significant time and 
resources performing under the REPC and its Addenda and working to bring the 
transaction to the closing table. (R. 214-28, Randy Young's Affidavit is attached as 
Addendum F). The Gurneys, on the other hand, accepted both significant benefits 
from the REPC and its Addenda, as well as from the efforts of the Young Entities to 
secure Lehi City's approval of the Gurney Estates Subdivision. (R. 208-228). Not 
once during those two plus years, and while receiving those significant benefits, did 
the Gurneys suggest or complain that the REPC and its Addenda were invalid. Id. 
B. The Parties Enter Into and Partially Perform the REPC and the 
First Addendum 
The parties executed the REPC on December 1, 2003. (R. 189-206, R. 227 
fl 6 and R. 212 ^ 4). At that same time, the parties executed the first Addendum to 
the REPC, which was labeled "Addendum No. 1." Id. The parties executed the 
REPC on December 1,2003 despite the fact that it contains an acceptance deadline 
clause providing: "If Seller does not accept this offer by 5:00 p.m. Mountain Time on 
November 28, 2003, this offer shall lapse; and the Brokerage shall return the 
Earnest Money Deposit to Buyer." (R. 189-206, R. 227 fl 6 and R. 212 If 4). The 
11 
parties also executed Addendum No. 1 on December 1, 2003, despite the fact that 
it contains a similar acceptance deadline clause. (Id.). 
The Young Entities intended the REPC and Addendum No. 1 to be a valid and 
binding offer and contract with the Gurneys as of December 1,2003. (R. 226 If 12). 
The Young Entities, as offeror, waived any provision in the REPC or Addendum No. 
1 that would have served to invalidate those documents, and the offer contained 
therein, prior to their execution on December 1, 2003. (R. 226 U 13). 
In reliance upon the Gurneys' commitment to the REPC and Addendum No. 
1, the Young Entities deposited with Integrated Title Services the $10,000.00 earnest 
money payment the REPC required. (R. 225 If 17 and R. 175 If 6). The Gurneys 
received and accepted such payment, never repudiating the payment or returning 
the $10,000.00 to the Young Entities. (R. 225 If 18 and R. 577 pg. 15). 
Further, in reliance upon the Gurneys' approval and execution of the REPC 
and Addendum No. 1, the Young Entities undertook certain actions and incurred 
certain expenses, including but not limited to the following: 
(1) The Young entities moved forward with applying for and obtaining 
entitlement, zoning and annexation approval for the Gurney Property to be 
developed in Lehi City; 
(2) the Young entities expended time and resources in applying for such 
approvals; and 
(3) the Young Entities expended time and resources in planning and 
designing the proposed Gurney Estates Subdivision by commissioning 
engineering work and soil testing. (R. 225 If 14). 
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At no time prior to the filing of this lawsuit in February 2006, did the Gurneys 
indicate they believed the REPC and Addenda were not binding. (R. 225 U 15, R. 
220 H 42, R. 211 U10, R. 210 U 20 and R. 209 If 27). In fact, as recently as January 
5,2006, the Gurneys represented, through their counsel Rodney W. Rivers, that the 
REPC was a binding agreement between the parties.3 (R. 225 U 16 and R. 216). 
C. The Parties Enter Into and Partially Perform A Second Addendum: 
Labeled "Addendum No. Ill" 
Addendum No. 1 provided that, "The initial closing ("herein closing") shall 
occur within thirty (30) days of Buyer receiving final plat approval from Lehi City 
Council to construct the subdivision, but in no event later than August 1, 2004 . . . 
." (R. 198-99). Further, Addendum No. 1 provided for the extension of that closing 
deadline as follows: 
In the event Buyer has not received final plat approval with 
2.5 units/acre from Lehi by the closing date then the Buyer 
shall be granted one (1) extension to be paid as follows: 
a) Buyer to pay an additional ten thousand ($10,000.00 
dollars for non-refundable deposit to Integrated Title 
Services no later than July 30, 2004 to extend the closing 
date to October 1, 2004. 
Id. 
In approximately June 2004, Lehi City informed the Young Entities that the 
proposed Gurney Estates Subdivision would not be approved at a density of 2.5 
units per acre, as anticipated and incorporated into the REPC and Addendum No. 
3
 The Gurneys' counsel wrote on January 5, 2006, "Failure to provide such 
assurances will be considered an anticipatory repudiation by my clients and may 
lead to the termination of the Real Estate Purchase Contract." (R. 215-16) 
(emphasis added). 
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1. (R. 224 U 19). Randy Young, on behalf of the Young Entities, met with the 
Gurneys and Paul Timothy to discuss Lehi City's actions and to propose an 
adjustment to the purchase price of the Gurney property. (R. 224 U 20). The 
Gurneys did not agree to an adjustment to the purchase price, but did agree to the 
extension of the REPC. (R. 224 fl 21). Accordingly, in June 2004, the Gurneys and 
the Young Entities entered into the second Addendum to the REPC, which was 
labeled "Addendum No. III".4 (R. 224 U 22). 
Addendum No. Ill contains an offer acceptance deadline of June 14,2004. (R. 
191). The Trial Court found that it was undisputed that "Neither the REPC, 
Addendum No. I, II or III were signed timely by any of the parties."5 (R. 551 U 5). 
Contrary to that finding, Addendum No. Ill was signed by all of the parties by 
4
 Despite its name, Addendum No. Ill is the second addendum to the REPC. 
(R. 224 U 22 and R. 210 |^ 17). There was a proposed second addendum that was 
labeled "Addendum No. 2" which the parties never fully approved. (R. 104 and R. 
134H 8). 
5
 It is unclear what exactly the Trial Court meant in the use of the term 
"Addendum No. II", but it is likely that the court was referring to the second 
Addendum to the REPC, which the parties labeled Addendum No. III. 
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June 8, 2004 - well before the June 14, 2004 deadline.6 (R. 191, R. 100 and R. 
36). 
Addendum No. Ill extended the REPC as follows: "Buyer and Seller each 
agree to extend said closing an additional 6 months from the initial closing not to 
exceed Feb. 1st 2005." (R. 191). Accordingly, Addendum No. Ill extended the 
contract beyond the optional and conditional extension through October 1,2004 that 
was available under Addendum No. 1. (R. 198-99). Addendum No. Ill's extension 
of the REPC does not require a payment of $10,000.00 for the extension of the 
closing date; it simply extended the closing date through February 1,2005. (R. 191). 
Further, Addendum No. Ill provides, "To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM 
modify or conflict with any provisions of the REPC, including prior addenda and 
counteroffers, these terms shall control." (Id.) 
In reliance upon the Gurneys' execution and approval of Addendum No. Ill 
and its extension of the REPC through February 1, 2005, the Young Entities did not 
make the $10,000.00 deposit Addendum No. 1 required as a condition precedent to 
6
 As may be seen on the various copies of the Addendum No. Ill in the record, 
including the copy verified by Paul Timothy as the final and complete copy (R. 191), 
it was executed by Randy Young (for the Young Entities) on June 1, 2004, Donna 
and Paul Gurney on June 1, 2004, Lloyd and Betty Gurney on June 8, 2004, Lee 
Jeppson and LaRae Jeppson on June 5, 2004 and LaRee Smith on June 5, 2004. 
(R. 191, R. 100 and R. 36). 
This was brought to the Trial Court's attention on multiple occasions, including 
but not limited to objections to the Recitation of Undisputed Facts and Conclusions 
of Law, and the related oral arguments. (R. 458-59 and 577 at pgs. 4-5). 
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the optional extension of the REPC through October 1, 2004/ (R. 224 1f 24). 
Further, in reliance upon the execution and approval of Addendum No. Ill, the Young 
Entities did not close on the Gurney Property prior to the closing deadline 
established in Addendum No. 1 and continued to expend time and resources to 
secure entitlement, zoning and annexation approval for the proposed Gurney 
Estates Subdivision. (R. 222-23 Iffl 25-26). 
Throughout the remainder of 2004, through 2005 and up to the filing of this 
lawsuit on February 23,2006, the Gurneys never suggested that Addendum No. Ill 
was invalid, demand payment a second $10,000.00 amount or hint that Addendum 
No. Ill did anything other than obviate Addendum No. 1's requirement of a second 
$10,000.00 payment. (R. 225 If 15, R. 210 If 20, R. 223 If 27 and R. 30). Rather, 
the Gurneys continued to work with the Young Entities in securing the approval of 
Lehi City for the Gurney Estates Subdivision, including but not limited to cooperating 
with the Young Entities in seeking entitlement, annexation and zoning approval. (R. 
223 If 28). 
7
 The Trial Court found that it was undisputed that the Young Entities did 
make a $10,000.00 extension payment, but made it late. (R. 551 If 4). The record 
shows, however, that in reliance on Addendum No. Ill, the Young Entities never 
made such a payment. (R. 224 If 24 and R. 175 If 7). This error was brought to the 
Trial Court's attention, but was not corrected. (R. 459). 
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D. The Parties Enter Into and Partially Perform a Third Addendum to 
the REPC: Labeled "Addendum No. 3" 
Following the execution of Addendum No. Ill, and in late 2004, it appeared to 
the Young Entities that securing the approval of Lehi City for the Gurney Estates 
Subdivision would require additional time. Specifically, internal Gurney Family 
disputes as to water rights was delaying the transfer of those necessary water rights 
to Lehi City. (R. 222-23 U 29). Accordingly, in December 2004, the Young Entities 
proposed a third Addendum to the REPC which was labeled "Addendum No. 3". (R. 
222 U 30). Addendum No. 3 was designed to facilitate the resolution of the water 
rights issues and extend the REPC until such issues were resolved. (R. 222 ^ 31). 
The Young Entities and some of the Gurneys executed Addendum No. 3 in 
December 2004. Four of the Gurneys executed Addendum No. 3 in the following 
month.8 (R. 189, R. 2091f 22 and R. 222 U 32). 
In reliance upon the execution and approval of Addendum No. 3 by the 
Gurneys, the Young Entities undertook the following actions: 
(1) The Young Entities continued to expend time and resources in seeking 
entitlement, annexation and zoning approval for the Gurney Estates 
Subdivision; 
(2) The Young Entities worked with the Gurneys to complete and submit an 
Annexation Request to Lehi City; 
8
 Paul, Betty, Lloyd and Donna Gurney executed Addendum No. 3 after its 
December 13, 2004 acceptance deadline. (R. 189 and R. 34). The Young entities, 
as offeror, waived any requirement that the offer contained in Addendum No. 3 be 
accepted by December 13, 2004. (R. 222 U 33 see also R. 209 If 23). 
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(3) the Young Entities entered into a Water Transfer Agreement with the 
Gurneys and Lehi Metropolitan Water District; and 
(4) the Young Entities, elected to not close upon the Gurney Property prior to 
the expiration deadline set forth in Addendum No. III. (R. 222 fl 34). 
Just as with the REPC and previous Addenda, prior to the filing of this lawsuit, 
the Gurneys never indicated to the Young Entities they did not consider Addendum 
No. 3 to be binding. (R. 222 fl 35 and R. 209 ]f 25). Rather, the Gurneys continued 
to cooperate with and assist the Young Entities in securing the approval of the 
Gurney Estates Subdivision, including but not limited to cooperating with the Young 
Entitites in the completion and submission of an Annexation Agreement to Lehi City 
and by entering into the Water Transfer Agreement. (R. 221-22 TJ 36). 
E. The Parties Enter Into a Water Transfer Agreement, and the REPC 
Was Extended Due to the Gurneys' Failure to Resolve Water 
Rights Issues 
As previously stated, Addendum No. 3 was designed to facilitate the resolution 
of the water rights issues and extend the REPC until such issues were resolved. (R. 
222 U 31). Included for sale in the REPC were "53.82 shares of water or shares 
equal to the required amount by Lehi City for development." (R. 206). Lehi City 
required the dedication of 140.4 acre feet of water rights for final development 
approval of the Gurney Estates Subdivision. (R. 220 ]f 40, R. 2401f 2, R. 2391J 7, R. 
231-36 and R. 229, Lorin Powell's Affidavit is attached as Addendum G). 
Accordingly, to facilitate the resolution of water rights issues, Addendum No. 3 
provided as follows: 
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1. Due to delays with water share agreement issues 
Buyer & Seller agree to extend the closing date to June 
15,2005. 
2. Both parties will give full cooperation while working 
with the City & State entities through the entitlement 
process & water share assignments. 
3. Since the Buyer has no control over the water issues 
between [Gurney] family members it is difficult, if not 
impossible to move the land forward until these issues are 
resolved. [I]t is agreed, should such water resolution 
issues continue to delay progress through the City, 
for each day of delay, it will set the closing back for a 
day. 
(R. 189) (emphasis added). 
In addition to entering into Addendum No. 3, the Young Entities and the 
Gurneys, along with Lehi Metropolitan Water District, entered into a Water Transfer 
Agreement on February 23, 2005. That Agreement specifies the manner in which 
Lehi City's water requirements for the Gurney Estates Subdivision would be 
satisfied. (R. 240 If 3 and R. 231-36). 
The Gurneys never fully complied with their obligations under the Water 
Transfer Agreement. (R. 239-40 ffll 4-6). Lehi City refused to grant final approval of 
the Gurney Estates Subdivision until the water rights issues were resolved through 
the Gurneys full compliance with the Water Transfer Agreement. (R. 239 fl 7, R. 229 
and R. 220 If 40). Accordingly, pursuant to and in reliance upon Addendum No. 3's 
day to day extension provision, the Young Entities elected to extend the REPC 
pending a resolution of the water transfer issues. (R. 220 1J 41). 
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F. The Gurneys Raised No Objections to the Validity of the REPC and 
Continued to Accept the Benefits of the REPC 
Prior to filing this lawsuit in February 2006, the Gurneys never indicated to the 
Young Entities, or the parties' agent Paul Timothy, that the REPC was not under 
extension pursuant to Addendum No. 3. (R. 220 If 42 and R. 208-09 ffif 26-29). 
Rather, they continued to conduct themselves as if the REPC was binding and 
continued to freely accept the benefits derived through the REPC and Addenda. (R. 
221 1| 37 and R. 208-09 ffl[ 26-29). Specifically: 
(1) The Gurneys received assistance from the Young Entities and its 
engineers in resolving water rights issues, including the completion of 
an Application for Permanent Water Change (R. 221 fl 37); 
(2) On or about February 14,2005, the Gurneys and Lehi City entered into 
an Annexation Agreement (Id. and R. 248-54); 
(3) Lehi City granted zoning approval for the Gurney Estates Subdivision 
for 1/2 acres residential lots (R. 221 If 37); and 
(4) On or about April 28,2005, Lehi City granted preliminary Plat Approval 
to the Gurney Estates Subdivision. (Id. and R. 214). 
The Young Entities efforts, in reliance upon the REPC and Addenda, made 
possible each of the preceding entitlement agreements and approvals for the Gurney 
Property. (R. 220 U 39). Each of the preceding entitlement agreements and 
approvals from Lehi City benefit and enhance the value of the Gurney Property. (R. 
220 1J38). 
After nearly two and one-half years of partial performance of the REPC and 
Addenda by the parties, after freely accepting numerous benefits derived through the 
REPC, and after failing to meet their own obligations under the REPC, the Gurneys 
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commenced this lawsuit seeking, among other things, to have the REPC declared 
invalid ab initio. (R. 1-30, R. 187-213, and R. 214-228). 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
How the REPC "lapsed" on November 28, 2003, three days before it was 
signed by anybody, remains unexplained. The offer contained in the REPC was 
created on December 1, 2003 and was accepted on that same day. An offer that 
does not exist cannot lapse. Further, all of the parties executed the REPC at the 
same time and proceeded to perform the REPC for more than two years. The 
Gurneys accepted and never returned the $10,000.00 in earnest money. Moreover, 
the parties entered into two additional Addenda to the REPC. The Gurneys never 
complained that the REPC was invalid and allowed the Young Entities to perform the 
REPC, resulting in significant benefits the Gurneys freely accepted. Under these 
circumstances contract law and equitable principles make the REPC an enforceable 
and binding contract. 
The trial court also erred in determining that the contract failed for lack of 
consideration based upon the Young Entities' failure to make a $10,000.00 
extension payment. The second Addendum to the REPC, Addendum No. Ill, 
extended the contract and required no such payment. Addendum No. Ill superceded 
the conflicting terms of Addendum No. 1, such as its extension date and the 
requirement for an extension payment. 
The trial court also improperly resolved significant disputes of material facts. 
For example, the trial court found that Addendum No. Ill was not timely signed by the 
parties. The record shows that all of the parties executed Addendum No. Ill before 
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its offer acceptance deadline. (R. 191). Once it is understood that Addendum No. 
Ill was executed in a timely manner, Addendum No. 1's terms relating to extension 
of the closing date become irrelevant, as does any issue regarding the timely signing 
of the REPC. 
Finally, under the terms of the third Addendum to the REPC - Addendum No. 
3 - the REPC is extended until the Gurneys provide cooperation in resolving the 
water rights issues necessary to secure final plat approval for the Gurney Estates 
Subdivision from Lehi City. The Gurneys have failed to provide such cooperation, 
breaching the REPC, and invoking the express day-to-day extension of the closing 
date contained in Addendum No. 3. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT THE 
REPC "LAPSED" BECAUSE THE PARTIES EXECUTED 
THE REPC ON DECEMBER 1, 2003, THREE DAYS 
AFTER THE NOVEMBER 28, 2003 OFFER 
ACCEPTANCE DEADLINE CONTAINED IN THE REPC 
Paragraph 25 of the REPC provides: "Buyer offers to purchase the Property 
on the above terms and conditions. If seller does not accept this offer by 5:00 p.m. 
Mountain Time on November 28, 2003, this offer shall lapse; and the Brokerage 
shall return Earnest Money Deposit to Buyer."9 (R. 202, R. 117 and R. 047). All of 
the parties executed the REPC and Addendum No. 1 at the same time: December 
9
 Addendum No. 1 contained an identical acceptance deadline clause. (R. 44, 
115 and 199). 
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1, 2003 at 8:30 p.m. (R. 193-206). An offer, however, cannot lapse before it is 
extended. 
The Trial Court, in essence, concluded as a matter of law that the REPC and 
Addendum No. 1 were void ab initio because the parties did not execute them prior 
to the offer acceptance deadline of November 28,2003. Specifically, the Trial Court 
found, "the REPC and the incorporated Addendum No. 1 lapsed on November 28, 
2003, since neither party signed the contract by that date." (R. 550 ]f 2). 
The offer embodied in the REPC and Addendum No. 1, however, did not 
come into being until after the REPC's offer acceptance deadline had expired. 
Further, the parties executed the REPC and Addendum No. 1 at the same time, the 
earnest money was paid and accepted, and the parties proceeded to partially 
perform the contract for more than two years afterwards. 
The offer acceptance deadline was waived and could not retroactively 
invalidate the contract. Further, the Gurneys are estopped from denying the validity 
of the REPC because they accepted the benefits of the contract without complaint 
and allowed the Young Entities to perform the contract without complaint. 
A. By Executing the REPC and Addendum No. 1 on December 1, 
2003, and presenting it to the Gurneys for Acceptance on That 
Date, the Young Entities Waived the Offer Acceptance Deadline 
and a Binding Contract Was Formed 
Utah Courts recognize that contractual provisions may be waived. See Provo 
City Corp. v. Nielson Scott Co., 603 P.2d 803,806 (Utah 1979) ("It is true that parties 
to a written contract may modify, waive, or make new contractual terms, even if the 
contract itself contains a provision to the contrary."). Further, a party may waive 
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contractual provisions which run to its benefit. See Taylor Bros. Co. v. Duden, 199 
P.2d 995,997 (Utah 1948) (holding vendor could waive contractual limitation running 
to its benefit). As explained by the Supreme Court of Utah: 
[A] party to a contract, who is entitled to demand 
performance of a condition precedent, may waive the 
same, either expressly or by acts evidencing such 
intention; and performance of a condition precedent to 
taking effect of the contract may be waived by the acts of 
the parties in treating the agreement as in effect. 
Ahrendt v. Bobbitt, 229 P.2d 296, 297 (Utah 1951) (quoting 17 C.J.S. Contracts § 
491). 
The acceptance deadline clause is a condition precedent, specifying a 
deadline by which the offer must be accepted for the acceptance to be valid. The 
clause runs to the benefit of the Young Entities, as offeror. The Young Entities were 
free to waive the offer acceptance deadline because it was a limitation and condition 
precedent running to their benefit. By creating and presenting the offer contained 
in the REPC and Addendum No. 1 after the acceptance deadline specified in those 
documents had expired, the Young Entities waived the offer acceptance deadline. 
Additionally, the Young Entities' tender of the earnest money and further partial 
performance of the REPC also created a waiver of the offer acceptance deadline. 
The Young Entities recognize and accept their waiver of the deadline. (R. 226 U13). 
In facing an issue nearly identical to that presented by this case, the 
Wisconsin Court of Appeals determined that the offer acceptance deadline in a real 
estate purchase contract counteroffer was waived by the offeror's presentation of the 
offer after the expiration of the offer acceptance deadline. See C.G. Schmidt, Inc. 
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v. Tiedke, 510 N.W.2d 756 (Wis. Ct. App. 1993). In Tiedke, the seller of the subject 
real property presented a counteroffer to the buyer after the offer acceptance 
deadline the in counteroffer had expired. See id. at 756-57. After the buyer had 
formally accepted the counteroffer and tendered the earnest money, the seller 
changed her mind, arguing "that the counteroffer became a legal nullity because it 
was delivered after expiration of the time for acceptance and, therefore, [the Buyers'] 
acceptance was of no effect." Id. at 757. Noting that "a party to a contract can waive 
a condition that is for its benefit," the court determined that, by presenting the 
Counteroffer to the Buyer after the expiration of the offer acceptance deadline, the 
Seller waived the deadline. Id. at 757-58. In essence, the court viewed "the 
counteroffer as one that, in effect, contained no restriction on time for acceptance 
because delivery occurred after the express deadline." Id. at 758. Finally, the Tiedke 
court noted that to accept the seller's suggestion that the offer acceptance deadline 
nullified the contract, despite the fact that the offer was presented and accepted after 
the deadline, "would be to allow one party to tender an offer after the express 
acceptance deadline has passed, then, if the offer is accepted, to enforce the 
contract relying on the acceptance or, at its pleasure, to escape the contract claiming 
that the acceptance was too late." Id. 
The offer in this case also was presented to the Gurneys after the lapse of the 
offer acceptance deadline. In fact, the offer was not even created until after the 
lapse of the offer acceptance deadline. Nonetheless, the parties formally accepted 
and proceeded to perform the contract. The Gurneys have done exactly what the 
Tiedke court warned against - they accepted the offer, enforced the contract by 
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accepting the earnest money and other benefits of the contract over the course of 
more than two years, then when their pleasure dictated, they relied upon the 
acceptance deadline clause to escape their obligations under the contract. 
1. The REPC's "Time Is of the Essence" Clause Does Not Prevent 
Waiver of the Offer Acceptance Deadline 
The Trial Court found that, "Time of performance was an essential element of 
the documents and could not be waived." (R. 551). The Trial Court supported this 
conclusion noting that the REPC provides, "Time is of the essence regarding the 
dates set forth in this Contract. Extensions must be agreed to in writing by all of the 
parties." (R. 550-51, R. 402, R. 202 and R. 117). 
The REPC's "time is of the essence" clause does not prevent the waiver of the 
REPC's and Addendum No. 1's offer acceptance deadlines. As an initial matter, 
"parties to a written contract may modify, waive, or make new contractual terms, 
even if the contract itself contains a provision to the contrary." Provo City, 603 
P.2d at 806 (emphasis added). Further, time of performance is a condition that may 
be waived even where time is of the essence: "Even where time is of the essence, 
a breach of the contract in that respect by one of the parties may be waived by the 
other party subsequently treating the contract as still in force, through words or 
conduct indicating that the provision is no longer of importance, or by conduct that 
contributes to the delay." 17A Am. Jur. 2d Contracts § 609. 
Both the Young Entities and the Gurneys demonstrated that the offer 
acceptance deadline was of no importance when they executed the REPC and 
Addendum No. 1, at the same time, on December 1, 2003. The Gurneys in 
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particular demonstrated conclusively that it was not an issue for them: They 
accepted the $10,000 earnest money deposit and have never returned it. They still 
have it today. 
The parties continued this demonstration by partially performing the contract 
and entering into additional Addenda over the course of more than two years. The 
Gurneys accepted significant benefits from the contract, including earnest money 
and development approvals secured through the Young Entities. Under these 
circumstances, the offer acceptance deadline was waived and cannot invalidate the 
contract. 
B. The Doctrines of Equitable Estoppel and Ratification Prevent the 
Gurneys from Relying Upon the REPC's and Addendum No. 1's 
Offer Acceptance Deadlines to Invalidate the Contract 
The Trial Court also erred in allowing the Gurneys to invalidate the parties' 
contract on the basis of the REPC and Addendum No. 1 offer acceptance deadlines 
when the Gurneys accepted the earnest money, partially performed the contract, 
accepted without complaint the benefits of the contract, and allowed the Young 
Entities to perform the REPC without complaint for over two years. Under these 
circumstances, the doctrines of ratification and estoppel prevent the Gurneys from 
voiding the contract through the offer acceptance deadlines, years after the fact. 
The doctrine of equitable estoppel allows the Court to "to modify a contract or 
prevent a party from denying the validity of a contract when one party has relied on 
another party's conduct." Swan Creek Village Homeowners Assoc, v. Warne, 2006 
UT 22,1| 35,34 P.3d 1122. Equitable estoppel is appropriate where "conduct by one 
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party which leads another party, in reliance thereon, to adopt a course of action 
resulting in detriment or damage if the first party is permitted to repudiate his 
conduct." United Am. Life Ins. Co. v. Zions First Nat. Bank, 641 P.2d 158,161 (Utah 
1982). 
The elements necessary to invoke equitable estoppel are: 
(1) a statement, admission, act, or failure to act by one 
party inconsistent with a claim later asserted; (2) 
reasonable action or inaction by the other party taken on 
the basis of the first party's statement, admission, act, or 
failure to act; and (3) injury to the second party that would 
result from allowing the first party to contradict or 
repudiate such statement, admission, act, or failure to act. 
Holland v. Career Serv. Review Bd., 856 P.2d 678, 682 (Utah Ct. App. 1993). 
Estoppel also is appropriate in instances of ratification: "Where a person with 
actual or constructive knowledge of the facts induces another by his words or 
conduct to believe that he acquiesces in or ratifies a transaction, or that he will offer 
no opposition thereto, and that other, in reliance on such belief, alters his position, 
such person is estopped from repudiating the transaction to the other's prejudice." 
Tanner v. Provo Reservoir Co., 289 P. 151, 154 (Utah 1930) (citations omitted). 
Estoppel through ratification has been found where a party accepts the benefits of 
a contract, a party acquiesces to a contract, or a party fails to promptly exercise a 
right to disaffirm a contract. See id. 
Recognizing the binding nature of the REPC and Addendum No. 1, the parties 
entered into subsequent Addenda when they needed to modify the terms of their 
contract. Specifically, the parties entered into Addendum No. Ill in June 2004 and 
they entered into Addendum No. 3 in December 2005 and January 2006. (R. 191 
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and R. 189). Contrary to the Trial Court's recitation of undisputed facts, all of the 
parties executed Addendum No. Ill prior to the offer acceptance deadline in that 
Addendum. (R. 189). Also contrary to the Trial Court's recitation of undisputed facts, 
Addendum No. 3 was executed by most of the parties prior to its offer acceptance 
deadline. (R. 191). By entering into Addenda Nos. Ill and 3, the parties recognized 
and ratified the validity of the REPC and Addendum No. 1. 
Moreover, the Gurneys did not object to the REPC and Addendum No. 1 on 
the basis of the offer acceptance deadlines at the time they were executed, nor at 
any other time during the two-plus years the parties performed the contract and 
worked to bring the transaction to closing. In fact, the Gurneys never once 
complained of the supposed invalidity of the contract because of the offer 
acceptance deadlines, or because of any other reason. (R. 225 ^  15 and 209 ^  27). 
Rather, they freely and without complaint accepted numerous benefits from the 
contract, including but not limited to: (1) $10,000.00 earnest money; (2) assistance 
from the Young Entities and its engineers in resolving water rights issues, including 
the completion of an Application for Permanent Water Change; and (3) the work, 
resources and assistance of the Young Entities in securing development approval 
for the Gurney Property, resulting in an Annexation Agreement with Lehi City, zoning 
approval for V* acre residential lots on the Property and Preliminary Plat Approval for 
the Gurney Estates Subdivision. (R. 220-28). 
These benefits, especially the entitlement approvals from Lehi City, are the 
result of the hard work and investment the Young Entities rendered in reliance upon 
the REPC and Addenda. (R. 220-21). In fact, in reliance upon the Gurneys' 
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execution of the contractual documents, their long-standing lack of protest 
concerning the contract's validity, and their free acceptance of the contract's 
benefits, the Young Entities paid $10,000.00 non-refundable earnest money to the 
Gurneys and spent years and significant resources necessary to engineer the 
development, resolve the water rights issues, secure development approvals for the 
property and bring the transaction to closing. (R. 220-28). 
The Gurneys' late-breaking objection to the validity of the contract, on the 
basis of the offer acceptance deadlines, resulted in a complete loss of the Young 
Entities' contractual interest in the Gurney Property, the earnest money, and the 
years of time and expense the Young Entities dedicated to engineering the 
development and securing development approvals. Referring to the Gurneys' new 
position that the REPC was never enforceable as "late-breaking" actually 
approaches a platitude: It really is lawyer driven. As recently as January 5,2006, the 
Gurneys represented, through their counsel Rodney W. Rivers, that the REPC was 
a binding agreement between the parties.10 (R. 225 ^ 16 and R. 216). 
This case demands application of the principles of ratification and estoppel. 
Utah Courts will not countenance the inequities inherent in the Gurneys' conduct: 
Where a person has, with knowledge of the facts, acted or 
conducted himself in a particular manner, or asserted a 
particular claim, title or right, he cannot afterwards assume 
a position inconsistent with such act, claim or conduct, to 
the prejudice of another, who has acted in reliance on 
10
 The Gurneys' counsel wrote on January 5, 2006, "Failure to provide such 
assurances will be considered an anticipatory repudiation by my clients and may 
lead to the termination of the Real Estate Purchase Contract." (R. 215-16) 
(emphasis added). 
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such conduct or representation. It is upon this just and 
equitable principle that a person is said to be estopped to 
take advantage of his own fraud or wrong. The doctrine of 
estoppel requires of a party consistency of conduct, when 
inconsistency would work substantial injury to the other 
party. 
Tanner, 289 P. at 154 (emphasis added) (citation omitted). 
The Trial Court erred in invalidating the parties' contract on the basis of the 
offer acceptance deadlines. This is especially true when the facts are viewed in the 
light most favorable to the Young Entities. 
POINT II 
ADDENDUM NO. Ill DOES NOT REQUIRE A $10,000 
PAYMENT FOR AN EXTENSION OF THE CLOSING 
DATE FOR THE REPC 
The Trial Court also found the parties' REPC to be invalid on the alternative 
basis of failure of consideration: 
Even if the Contract and its Addenda had been signed 
timely by both parties, the Court finds that the REPC 
ceased to exist for failure of consideration because the 
Defendants did not pay the second $10,000.00 in Earnest 
Money required by Addendum No. I to extend the closing 
date. Instead, Defendant first paid this second installment 
on June 7, 2006, long after the Contract and Addenda had 
lapsed, and therefore, the Court finds that this failure of 
consideration attacked the very existence of the Contract 
and proved it unenforceable. 
(R. 550). 
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Addendum No. Ill superceded Addendum No. 1's extension terms and 
extended the REPC without requiring a $10,000.00 payment.11 
A. The Contract Did Not Fail for Consideration Because Addendum 
No. Ill Extended the REPC Without Requiring An Extension 
Payment, Eliminating Addendum No. 1's Extension Payment 
Requirement 
"A contract's interpretation may be either a question of law, determined by the 
words of the agreement, or a question of fact, determined by extrinsic evidence of 
intent." Peterson v. Sunrider Corp., 2002 UT 43, ]f14, 48 P.3d 918 (quotations and 
citations omitted). The Trial Court found that the relevant terms of the REPC and 
its Addenda were unambiguous. Accordingly, the Court interpreted the REPC and 
Addenda solely as a matter of law. "If a trial court interprets a contract as a matter 
of law, we accord its construction no particular weight, reviewing its action under a 
correctness standard." Id. (quotations and citations omitted). 
The Trial Court's interpretation of the REPC and Addenda in relation to the 
necessity of a $10,000.00 extension payment conflicts with the plain and 
unambiguous language of Addendum No. III. Addendum No. Ill extended the 
contract closing date without requiring any payment. Accordingly, the extension 
requirements of Addendum No. 1 were modified and superceded. 
Addendum No. 1 provided in relation to an extension: 
11
 Naturally, by logical extension, Addendum No. 3 supercedes the terms of 
Addendum No. Ill, but due to the Trial Court's finding, Addendum No. Ill's impact 
upon Addendum No. 1 needs to be addressed. The same arguments apply to 
Addendum No. 3's impact upon Addendum No. 1. In reality, Addendum No. 1 has 
been superceded twice now, first by Addendum No. Ill and then again by Addendum 
No. 3. 
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In the event Buyer has not received final plat approval with 
2.5 units/acre from Lehi by the closing date then the Buyer 
shall be granted one (1) extension to be paid as follows: 
a) Buyer to pay an additional ten thousand $10.000.00 
dollars for non-refundable deposit to Integrated Title 
Services no later than July 30.2004 to extend the closing 
date to October 1. 2004. 
(R. 198-99) (emphasis added). 
In approximately June of 2004, Lehi City informed the Young Entities that the 
proposed Gurney Estates Subdivision would not be approved at a density of 2.5 
units per acre, as anticipated and incorporated into the REPC and Addendum No. 
1. (R. 224 1| 19). This lead to the parties entering into a second Addendum to the 
REPC, which was labeled "Addendum No. III".12 (R. 224 U 22). 
Addendum No. Ill extended the REPC as follows: "Buyer and Seller each 
agree to extend said closing an additional 6 months from the initial closing not to 
exceed Feb. 1st 2005." (R. 191). Accordingly, Addendum No. Ill extended the 
contract beyond the conditional extension through October 1, 2004 available under 
Addendum No. 1. (R. 198-99). Addendum No. Ill's extension of the REPC makes 
no reference to the payment of $10,000.00 as a pre-requisiteforthe extension of the 
closing date; it simply extended the closing date through February 1, 2005. (R. 191 
and R. 551). Further, Addendum No. Ill provides, "To the extent the terms of this 
12
 Addendum No. Ill contains an offer acceptance deadline of June 14,2004. 
(R. 191). The Trial Court found that it was undisputed that "Neither the REPC, 
Addendum No. I, II or III were signed timely by any of the parties." (R. 551 U 5). 
Contrary to that finding, Addendum No. Ill was timely signed by all of the parties, well 
before June 14, 2004. (R. 191, R. 100 and R. 36), See Point III, supra. 
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ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of the REPC, including prior 
addenda and counteroffers, these terms shall control." Id. 
Addendum No. Ill's extension of the REPC through February 1,2005, without 
requiring any additional payment, conflicts with Addendum No. 1's requirement that 
$10,000.00 be paid to extend the REPC through October 1, 2004. Further, 
Addendum No. Ill was entered into by the parties before the additional payment 
required by Addendum No. 1 was due. (R. 191-99). 
Rather than reduce the selling price because Lehi City refused to approve the 
lot size - which occurred before Addendum No. 1 's $10,000 payment was due - the 
parties agreed to extend the closing date without payment of any additional sums. 
Common sense suggests that the Young Entities were not required to pay 
$10,000.00 to extend the REPC through October 1, 2004, when Addendum No. Ill 
extended the contract through February 1,2005 without requiring payment. The law 
agrees with common sense: 
It is well-settled law that the parties to a contract may, by 
mutual consent, alter all or any portion of that contract by 
agreeing upon a modification thereof. Where such a 
modification is agreed upon, the terms thereof govern the 
rights and obligations of the parties under the contract, 
and any pre-modification contractual rights which 
conflict with the terms of the contract as modified 
must be deemed waived or excused. 
Rapp v. Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co., 606 P.2d 1189, 1191 (Utah 1980) 
(emphasis added) (citations omitted). 
The Trial Court erred in determining that Addendum No. 1 required a 
$10,000.00 extension payment because Addendum No. Ill modified and superceded 
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Addendum No. 1 in relation to extension of the closing date, eliminating the formerly 
required extension payment. 
B. Alternatively, the Doctrines of Estoppel, Ratification and Waiver 
Prevent the Gurneys From Relying Upon the Lack of an Extension 
Payment to Invalidate the Contract 
Even if the $10,000.00 payment obligation of Addendum No. 1 somehow 
survived Addendum No. Ill, the Gurneys lack of complaint regarding the non-
payment of the $10,000.00 coupled with their continued acceptance of the contract's 
benefits prevents them from denying the validity of the contract. 
From the expiration of Addendum No. 1's $10,000.00 extension payment 
deadline on July 30, 2004 through the date the Gurneys filed this lawsuit, on 
February 23, 2006, the Gurneys did not once demand the $10,000.00 extension 
payment or indicate that the contract was invalidated by the lack of such payment. 
(R. 223 If 7 and 210 ffll 19-21). Rather during that 18 month plus period, the 
Gurneys continued to conduct themselves as if there was a binding contract -
accepting without complaint the Young Entities continued performance of the 
contract, working with the Young Entities to secure development approvals from Lehi 
City, entering into a third Addendum, and entering into the Water Transfer 
Agreement which was designed to resolve water issues and allow the transaction 
to close. (R. 223 ffl[ 26-27). 
"[Djelay in repudiation gives rise to an implied or de facto ratification of [a] 
contract." Lowe v. April Indus. Inc., 531 P.2d 1297,1299 (Utah 1974). The Gurneys 
lack of repudiation of the contract following the expiration of the Addendum No. 1 
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$10,000.00 payment deadline, coupled with their continued performance of the 
contract and acceptance of its benefits, prevents them from denying the contract's 
validity under the doctrines of ratification, waiver and estoppel. 
POINT III 
THE TRIAL COURT IMPROPERLY RESOLVED 
MATERIAL FACTUAL DISPUTES 
"[0]nly one material fact in dispute is required to reverse a summary 
judgment." YohoAuto., Inc. v. Shillington, 784 P.2d 1253,1255 (Utah Ct. App. 1989) 
(citation omitted). The Trial Court's grant of summary judgment should be reversed 
because it improperly resolved material factual disputes. 
The Trial Court found it undisputed that, "Neither the REPC, Addendum I, II 
or III were signed timely by any of the parties."13 (R. 5511|5). By declaring this fact 
undisputed, the Trial Court actually resolved material disputes of fact. The record 
establishes that all of the parties executed the second Addendum to the REPC -
"Addendum No. Ill" - in a timely manner. Addendum No. Ill's offer acceptance 
deadline was June 14, 2004. (R. 191, 100 and 36). All of the parties executed 
Addendum No. Ill by June 8, 2004 - several days prior to the June 14, 2004 
deadline. (Id.). The last members of the Gurney family to execute Addendum No. 
Ill, Lloyd and Betty Gurney, executed it on June 8,2004. (Id.). The Gurneys counsel 
suggested that LaRae Jeppson executed Addendum No. Ill on June 15, 2004. (R. 
13
 The Trial Court did not explain exactly what it meant in christening the 
Addenda as Addendums I, II and III. The context of the Court's Recitiation of 
Undisputed Facts and Conclusions of Law, however, suggests that the Court is 
calling Addendum No. 1 "Addendum I", Addendum No. Ill "Addendum II" and 
Addendum No. 3 "Addendum III". 
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577 pg. 7). This suggestion does not comport with the evidentiary record.14 
Nonetheless, at a minimum there is a dispute concerning this material fact. 
The Court's determination that the REPC and Addenda were not signed timely 
by "any of the parties" also is incorrect as to third Addendum to the REPC, 
Addendum No. 3. (R. 551 U 5). The evidentiary record shows that the Young Entities 
and three of the Gurneys executed Addendum No. 3 prior to its December 13,2004 
offer acceptance deadline.15 (R. 189). The Young Entities are not able to locate 
support for the notion that none of the parties executed Addendum No. 3 in a timely 
fashion anywhere in the evidentiary record. Again, at a minimum there is a dispute 
concerning this material fact. 
In their opposition to the Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, the 
Young Entities disputed, with record support, twelve of the Gurneys' twenty-eight 
alleged material facts. (R. 284-90). We do not recite these "facts" and the record 
evidence disputing them here because the majority of the "facts" are of dubious 
materiality and admissibility. Nonetheless, the evidentiary record and the nature of 
14
 The date next to LaRae Jeppson's signature on Addendum No. Ill reads 
"6/5/04 6:15 p.m." not "615/04 6:15 p.m." (R. 191,100 and 36). LaRae executed the 
Addendum at the same time as her husband, Lee. The date next to his signature 
also reads "6/5/04 6:15 p.m." Beyond misreading that date, Appellants are not sure 
from which source in the evidentiary record the Trial Court drew its conclusion that 
Addendum No. Ill was not executed timely by all of the parties. Although the 
Gurneys arguments, oral and written, suggest that Addendum No. Ill was not timely 
executed, Appellants cannot locate support for this assertion in the evidentiary 
record. 
15
 Early copies of Addendum No. 3, which are not fully executed, appear in 
the record at R. 4 and 98. These copies were not verified by any witness as fully 
completed and final copies of the Addendum, as was the copy at R. 189, which was 
verified as full and complete by the parties' agent, Paul Timothy. (R. 212 U 5). 
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the complex two-plus year contractual relationship between the parties suggests 
that, at a minimum, the understanding, intention and consequences of the material 
facts are in dispute. In such a case, summary judgment is inappropriate. See 
Sandberg v. Klein, 576 P.2d 1291,1292 (Utah 1978) (holding that while "the parties 
[are] not in complete conflict as to certain facts, the understanding, intention, and 
consequences of those facts [is] vigorously disputed" and the case may only be 
resolved by trial). 
POINT IV 
DUE TO THE GURNEYS FAILURE TO MEET THEIR 
WATER SHARE TRANSFER OBLIGATIONS, THE REPC 
IS UNDER AN EXTENSION PURSUANT TO 
ADDENDUM NO. 3 
Lehi City will not grant final development approval to the Gurney Estates 
Subdivision until it receives the water rights necessary to support the development. 
(R. 239-41). Included for sale in the REPC were the water rights "equal to the 
amount required by Lehi City for development." (R. 206 U 1.3). 
In late 2004, it appeared to the Young Entities that securing the approval of 
Lehi City for the Gurney Estates Subdivision would require a significant additional 
amount of time because the transfer of the necessary water rights to Lehi City was 
required and such transfer was being delayed by internal Gurney Family disputes 
as to water rights. (R. 222-23 ^ 29). Accordingly, the parties entered into a third 
Addendum to the REPC which was labeled "Addendum No. 3" and was designed to 
facilitate the resolution of the water rights issues and extend the REPC until such 
issues were resolved . (R. 189 and 222 fflf 30-31). Addendum No. 3 provides: 
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1. Due to delays with water share agreement issues 
Buyer & Seller agree to extend the closing date to June 
15,2005. 
2. Both parties will give full cooperation while working 
with the City & State entities through the entitlement 
process & water share assignments. 
3. Since the Buyer has no control over the water issues 
between [Gurney] family members it is difficult, if not 
impossible to move the land forward until these issues are 
resolved. [I]t is agreed, should such water resolution 
issues continue to delay progress through the City, for 
each day of delay, it will set the closing back for a day. 
(R. 189) (emphasis added). 
Addendum No. 3's day to day extension provision essentially is a 
memorialization of the common law contract principles dictating that the Gurneys 
cannot insist upon closing the contract when their own actions prevent a closing. 
"[T]here is implied in any contract a covenant of good faith and cooperation, which 
should prevent either party from impeding the other's performance of his obligations 
thereunder; and that one party may not render it difficult or impossible for the other 
to continue performance and then take advantage of the non-performance he has 
caused." Zion's Properties, Inc. v. Holt, 538 P.2d 1319,1321 (Utah 1975). As noted 
in Addendum No. 3, the Young Entities had no control over the Gurneys resolving 
the water issues necessary for Lehi City's final approval and the closing of the 
REPC. 
To facilitate the resolution of water issues, the parties also entered into a 
Water Transfer Agreement on February 23, 2005, specifying the manner in which 
Lehi City's water requirements for the Gurney Estates Subdivision would be satisfied 
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by the Gurneys. (R. 240 fl 3 and R. 231-36). The Water Transfer Agreement 
requires the Gurneys to transfer shares in the Lehi Irrigation Company to the Lehi 
Metropolitan Water District, to transfer certain well water rights directly to Lehi City, 
and to pursue a water rights Change Application with the State Engineer. (R. 231-
36). The Young entities facilitated the creation of and entered into the Water 
Transfer Agreement in reliance upon the REPC and moving it toward closing. 
The Gurneys never fully complied with their obligations under the Water 
Transfer Agreement. (R. 239-40 fflj 4-6). Lehi City refused to grant final approval of 
the Gurney Estates Subdivision until the water rights issues were resolved and the 
Water Transfer Agreement complied with. (R. 239 fl 7, R. 229 and R. 220 fl 40). 
The plain and unambiguous language of Addendum No. 3 to the REPC 
indicates that as "water resolution issues continue to delay progress through the 
City, for each day of delay, it will set the closing back for a day." (R. 189). Although 
Addendum No. 3's default closing deadline was June 15,2005, the continuing failure 
of the water issues to be resolved by the Gurneys extends that closing deadline. 
Accordingly, pursuant to and in reliance upon Addendum No. 3's day to day 
extension provision, the Young Entities elected to extend the REPC pending a 
resolution of the water transfer issues. (R. 220 If 41). 
A. Addendum No. 3 Is Not Invalidated by Its Offer Acceptance 
Deadline Where the Parties Executed the Addendum and 
Continued to Perform the Contract 
Addendum No. 3 contains an offer acceptance deadline of December 13, 
2005. (R. 189). Addendum No. 3 was executed by all of the Gurneys. Four of the 
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seven members of the Gurney family, however, executed Addendum No. 3 after 
December 13,2005. (R. 189). The parties' agent, Paul Timothy, noted that because 
some members of the Gurney family live outside of Utah, it often took some extra 
time to obtain signatures on the contract documents. (R. 209 fl 24). 
As with the REPC and Addendum No. 1, the offer acceptance deadline in 
Addendum No. 3 is a provision and condition precedent running to the benefit of the 
Young Entities, as offeror. Accordingly, the Young Entities were free to waive this 
provision. See Ahrendt v. Bobbitt, 229 P.2d 296,297 (Utah 1951) (quoting 17C.J.S. 
Contracts § 491) (holding that a party entitled to demand performance of a condition 
precedent is free to waive the same). Further, the offer acceptance deadline was 
"waived by the acts of the parties in treating the agreement as in effect." Id. 
After Addendum No. 3 was executed the parties continued to perform under 
the REPC and its Addenda. Specifically: (1) The Young Entities continued to 
expend time and resources in seeking entitlement, annexation and zoning approval 
for the Gurney Estates Subdivision; (2) The Young Entities and the Gurneys worked 
together to complete and submit an Annexation Request to Lehi City; and (3) the 
Young Entities and the Gurneys entered into a Water Transfer Agreement designed 
to resolve the water rights issues associated with the REPC. 
B. The Doctrines of Ratification and Estoppel Prevent the Gurneys 
From Invalidating the Contract Based Upon the Offer Acceptance 
Deadline in Addendum No. 3 
After the parties entered into Addendum No. 3, the Young Entities investment 
of time and resources over the course of more than a year began to bear fruit. On 
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or about February 14, 2005, the Gurneys and Lehi City entered into an Annexation 
Agreement. (R. 221 ^  37 and 248-54). Lehi City granted zoning approval for 1/2 acre 
residential lots in the Gurney Estates Subdivision. (R. 221 U 37). The parties 
entered into the Water Transfer Agreement, providing a mechanism for the Gurneys 
to meet their water obligations under the REPC and supply the water necessary for 
the development. (R. 240 If 3 and 231-36). Finally, on or about April 28,2005, Lehi 
City granted preliminary plat approval to the Gurney Estates Subdivision. (R. 221 
If 37 and R. 214). All of these entitlement approvals and benefits to the Gurney 
Property were made possible by the efforts expended by the Young Entities in 
reliance upon and in performance of the REPC and Addenda. (R. 220 If 39). 
The Gurneys, in turn, accepted all of these benefits without complaint. Prior 
to filing this lawsuit on February 23, 2006, the Gurneys never suggested that the 
REPC and its Addenda, including Addendum No. 3, were invalid because of offer 
acceptance deadlines or for any other reason. (R. 220 If 42,222 If 35,223 If 27,225 
If 15, 209 Iflf 25-27, 210 H 20 and 211 1f 10). As a matter of fact, as recently as 
January 5,2006, the Gurneys represented, through their counsel Rodney W. Rivers, 
that the REPC was a binding agreement between the parties. (R. 225 U 16 and R. 
216). Again, under these circumstances, the Gurneys are estopped from denying 
the validity of the REPC and Addenda. 
C. The Gurneys' Own Material Breach of the REPC, and Specifically 
Addendum No. 3, Prevents Them from Invalidating the REPC 
As previously mentioned, the Gurneys have an obligation under Addendum 
No. 3 to "give full cooperation while working with City & State entities through the 
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entitlement process & water share assignments." (R. 189). The Gurneys have failed 
to give such "full cooperation" in resolving the water share assignment issues, 
breaching their obligations under Addendum No. 3. Specifically, the Gurneys failed 
to meet their obligations under the Water Transfer Agreement that the parties 
entered into to provide a mechanism through which the water requirements of Lehi 
City could be met. (R. 229-41 and 222 U 34). The Gurneys failure to resolve the 
water transfer issues, including their failure to comply with Addendum No. 3 and the 
Water Transfer Agreement, is a breach not only of Addendum No. 3's express terms 
but also of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. See Eggett v. Wasatch 
Energy Corp., 2004 UT 28,1114,94 P.3d 193 (citation omitted) ("Under the covenant 
of good faith and fair dealing, both parties to a contract impliedly promise not to 
intentionally do anything to injure the other party's right to receive the benefits of the 
contract."). 
Having breached their obligations under the contract, the Gurneys cannot rely 
upon terms of the REPC and Addenda to invalidate the contract. "The law is well 
settled that a material breach by one party to a contract excuses further performance 
by the nonbreaching party." Holbrookv. MasterProt. Corp., 883 P.2d 295,310 (Utah 
Ct. App. 1994). Further,"[A] party seeking to enforce a contract must prove 
performance of its own obligations under the contract." Id. at 301 (citing Malot v. 
Hadley, 740 P.2d 804, 805-06 (Or. Ct. App. 1987) and Bell v. Elder, 782 P.2d 545, 
548 (Utah Ct. App. 1989)). 
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CONCLUSION 
The Gurneys signed the REPC three days after the offer acceptance deadline, 
received the $10,000 earnest money deposit and never returned it. They continued 
to received - without complaint - significant benefits over the subsequent years. 
Their attorney acknowledged that the REPC and its Addenda were enforceable, but 
their new attorneys argued to the contrary, and the Trial Court agreed. This Court 
should reverse and remand the Trial Court's entry of Summary Judgment: The 
REPC and its Addenda are enforceable. Any defects have been waived, and the 
Gurneys are estopped from suggesting otherwise. 
Dated: January 9-, 2008. 
LARSBN/HRISTENSEN & RICO 
Ma^ rk A. K/arsen 
P/Matthew Muir 
/Attorneys for Appellants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on Xuiuuiyg, 2008, two copies of the foregoing Brief of Appellants was 
served upon the following parties of record via U.S. mail, first-class and postage pre-paid: 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Lisa M. McGarry 
Hobbs & Olson, L.C. 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
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Rule 56. Summary judgment. 
(a) For claimant. A party seeking to recover upon a claim, counterclaim or cross-claim or to obtain a declaratory judgment may, 
at any time after the expiration of 20 days from the commencement of the action or after service of a motion for summary 
judgment by the adverse party, move for summary judgment upon all or any part thereof. 
(b) For defending party. A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or cross-claim is asserted or a declaratory judgment is 
sought, may, at any time, move for summary judgment as to all or any part thereof. 
(c) Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion, memoranda and affidavits shall be in accordance with Rule 7. The judgment 
sought shall be rendered if the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the 
affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment 
as a matter of law. A summary judgment, interlocutory in character, may be rendered on the issue of liability alone although 
there is a genuine issue as to the amount of damages. 
(d) Case not fully adjudicated on motion If on motion under this rule judgment is not rendered upon the whole case or for all 
the relief asked and a trial is necessary, the court at the hearing of the motion, by examining the pleadings and the evidence 
before it and by interrogating counsel, shall if practicable ascertain what material facts exist without substantial controversy and 
what material facts are actually and in good faith controverted. It shall thereupon make an order specifying the facts that 
appear without substantial controversy, including the extent to which the amount of damages or other relief is not in 
controversy, and directing such further proceedings in the action as are just. Upon the trial of the action the facts so specified 
shall be deemed established, and the trial shall be conducted accordingly. 
(e) Form of affidavits; further testimony; defense required. Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on personal 
knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is 
competent to testify to the matters stated therein. Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof referred to in an 
affidavit shall be attached thereto or served therewith. The court may permit affidavits to be supplemented or opposed by 
depositions, answers to interrogatories, or further affidavits. When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as 
provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of the pleadings, but the response, by 
affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial. 
Summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered against a party failing to file such a response. 
(f) When affidavits are unavailable. Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the party cannot for 
reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition, the court may refuse the application for 
judgment or may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to be had or 
may make such other order as is just 
(g) Affidavits made in bad faith. If any of the affidavits presented pursuant to this rule are presented in bad faith or solely for 
the purpose of delay, the court shall forthwith order the party presenting them to pay to the other party the amount of the 
reasonable expenses which the filing of the affidavits caused, including reasonable attorney's fees, and any offending party or 
attorney may be adjudged guilty of contempt 
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The above-entitled matter came before this Court for hearing upon Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on September 8, 2006. Lincoln W. Hobbs and Lisa M. McGarry 
represented the Plaintiffs. Mark A. Larsen represented the Defendants. Having heard oral 
argument, reviewed case law and read the Motions and Memoranda, the Court grants the 
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment upon all of the bases argued therein, and the 
Court enters the following Recitation of Undisputed Facts and Conclusions of Law: 
RECITATION OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
1. On December 1, 2003, the Plaintiffs and Defendants executed a REPC and 
/addendum I providing for the purchase of property in Utah County, referred to herein as the 
Gurney property. 
2. Addendum I stipulated that the closing date of the Gurney property would be 
August 1, 2004, and to extend this date, the Buyer was required to pay an additional $10,000.00 
non-refundable earnest money to Integrated Title Sendees by July 30, 2004. 
3. Upon written agreement of both parties, Addenda II and III extended the closing 
date of the Gurney property to February 15 and June 15, 2005, respectively. 
4. The Defendants, however, did not deposit the second $10,000.00 into an account 
with Integrated Title Services until June 7, 2006. 
5. Neither the REPC, Addendum I, II nor III were signed timely by any of the 
parties. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The Court finds that the relevant terms of the Agreement and the Addenda were 
unambiguous. Time of performance was an essential element of the documents and could not be 
2 
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waived. 
2. The Court finds that the REPC and incorporated Addendum No. I lapsed on 
November 28, 2003 since neither party signed the contract by that date. The REPC provided 
"[tlime is of the essence regarding the date set forth in this Contract. Extensions must be agreed 
to in writing by all parties." 
3. Even if the Contract and its Addenda had been signed timely by both parties, the 
Court finds that the REPC ceased to exist for failure of consideration because the Defendants did 
not pay the second $10,000.00 in Earnest Money required by Addendum I to extend the closing 
date. Ii:rtead, Defendants first paid this second installment on June 7, 2006, long after the 
Contract and Addenda had lapsed and, therefore, the Court finds that this failure of consideration 
attacked the very existence of the Contract and proved it unenforceable. 
4. The Court finds that the subsequent Addenda did not operate as waivers of the 
closing date of the REPC because the deadlines in the REPC were stated clearly in each of the 
Addenda. Therefore, the Court finds that "the time of the essence" clause is intended to give 
Sellers an immediate right to cancel the Contract if a Buyer is unable to timely demonstrate his 
ability to purchase. 
5. The Court also finds that the Affidavits submitted by the Defendants did not alter 
the terms of the Contracts in dispute, because the Defendants should have relied upon the 
Contract. 
3 
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DATED this _^day of _, 2007. 
BY THE COURT: 
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 t s . 
District Cou i jMS 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the / / day of ^JA^y 2007,1 caused a true and 
coircct copy of the foregoing RECITATION OF UNDISPUTED FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW to be served upon the following in the manner indicated: 
[•flvlail Mark A. Larsen, Esq. 
[Jffax P. Matthew Muir, Esq. 
[ ] Fed Ex LARSEN CHRISTENSEN & RICO, PLLC 
[ ] Hand Delivery 50 West Broadway, Suite 100 
[ ] Personally Served Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
r ] Email Fax No. 364-3406 
mmuir(Sjlarsenrico.com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs' Objection to the Plaintiffs" proposed Recitation 
of Facts and Conclusions of Law (Defendants' Objections) and the Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Attorneys Fees were heard, pursuant to notice, on March 26, 2007. The Plaintiffs were 
represented by their counsel Lincoln W. Hobbs; the Defendants were represented by their 
counsel Mark A. Larsen. 
Having heard the arguments of counsel, having reviewed the pleadings offered to and 
received by the Court, and having considered the law, the Court enters the following Judgment: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED THAT: 
1. Defendants' Objections to the Recitation of Undisputed Facts and Conclusions of 
Law are denied. The Court will enter, with this Judgment, the Recitation of Undisputed Facts 
and Conclusions of Law as presented by the Plaintiffs. 
2. Plaintiffs' Motion for Attorneys Fees is granted. Defendants had no objection to 
the amount of fees incurred through October 10, 2006, as was presented in the Affidavit of 
Lincoln W. Hobbs dated November 13, 2006. The Plaintiffs have subsequently submitted a 
Supplemental Affidavit of Lincoln W. Hobbs dated May 11, 2007, which includes fees and costs 
incurred through April 30, 2007 in the total amount of $28,927.48. The Court finds these fees 
and costs to have been reasonably and necessarily incurred in the pursuit of the Plaintiffs' case 
and they are hereby awarded to the Plaintiffs. 
3. Based upon the foregoing, and for good cause shown, the Court enters Final 
Judgment in favor of the Plaintiffs on their Complaint and against the Defendants herein in the 
amount of $28,927.48, and dismisses the Defendants' counterclaims, no cause of action. 
4960\001\FmaI JdgmtRevised 
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4. It is further ORDERED that the Plaintiffs' Judgment shall incur interest at the 
post judgment rate until paid; it is further ORDERED that this Final Judgment shall be 
augmented by reasonable costs and attorneys fees expended in connection with efforts that are 
necessitated in collecting this Judgment by execution or otherwise as shall be established by 
Affidavit. ^ \ 
DATED this ^day om^/2007. 
BY THE COURT: 
Honorable Steven 
District Court Judge 
' - - 'Mt 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
LARSEN QHRI$TENSEN & RICO, PLLC 
Mark/AY Larsen p. M*WhevV M ^ 
Atto/nerys for Defendants 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
m AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
LLOYB B. GURNEY, BETTY GURNEY, RULING REGARDING PLAINTIFFS' 
PAUL GURNEY, DONNA S. GURNEY, MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
LEE A. JEPPSON, LaRAE G. JEPPSON and | JUDGMENT 
LaREE SMITH, 
I Plaintiffs, 
v. 
RANDY G. YOUNG, BLAKE JUMPER, 
STONE RIVER DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
RCP LAND INVESTMENT, LLC, and R.G 
YOUNG, INC., 
Defendants. 
This matter comes before the Court upon Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment. After reviewing the case law and reading the motions, this Court now grants 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
RELEVANT FACTS 
On December 1, 2003, the Plaintiffs and Defendants executed the REPC and Addendum I 
providing for the purchase of the Gurney property. Addendum I stipulated that the closing date 
of the property would be August 1, 2004, and to extend this date the buyer must pay an additional 
$10,000 to Integrated Title Services by July 30, 2004. Upon written agreement of both parties, 
Addenda II and III extended the closing date of the Gurney property to February 15 and June 15, 
2005 respectively. However, the Defendants did not deposit $10,000 until June 7,2006. 
Furthermore, neither the REPC, Addendum I, n, nor III were signed timely by any of the parties. 
Date: September 27, 2006 
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Judge Steven L. Hansen 
DISCUSSION 
The Plaintiffs argue that the terms of the contract were unambiguous. "When the time of 
performance is an essential element of a contract for the sale of property, such a provision is for 
the benefit of both parties absent a specific provision to the contrary, and neither party may waive 
the time requirement." Local 112,1.B.E.W. Bldg. Ass'n v. Tomlinson Dairy-Mart, Inc., 632 P.2d 
911, 913 (Wash. App. 1981). Furthermore, the REPC reads: "[tjime is of the essence regarding 
the date set forth in this Contract. Extensions must be agreed to in writing by all the parties." 
The Defendants argue that material facts such as deadlines were disputed, and therefore seek to 
introduce into evidence the affidavits of Paul Timothy and Randy G. Young. 
The Defendants argue that the terms of the contract were extended by Addendum HI 
stating: "Buyer and Seller agree to extend the closing date to June 15,2005." Additionally, 
Addendum III reads: "To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any 
provisions of the REPC, including all prior addenda and counteroffers, these terms shall control." 
The Defendants argue that they relied on the contract and that although the "parties [are] not in 
complete conflict as to certain facts, the understanding, intention, and consequences of those 
facts [is] vigorously disputed." In such a case, "These matters can only be resolved by a trial." 
Sandberg v. Klein, 576 P.2d 1291, 1292 (Utah 1978). 
The Plaintiffs argue that the REPC and subsequent addenda lapsed because they were not 
signed timely by both parties. Moreover, the Plaintiffs argue that even if the time had not lapsed 
on the REPC and subsequent addenda, Addendum II and III are unenforceable since they are not 
supported by consideration. According to the Utah Supreme Court, "Evidence of failure of 
consideration does not vary or alter the terms of a contract; it attacks the very existence of the 
contract for the purpose of proving it unenforceable.. .In fact, it is entirely permissible for a party 
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to rescind a contract based upon failure of consideration." Aquagen Int'l v. Calrae Trust, 972 
P.2d 411,414 (Utah 1998). 
The Court agrees with the Plaintiffs' argument that the REPC and incorporated 
Addendum I lapsed on November 28, 2003 since neither party signed the contract by that date. 
As the Plaintiffs point out, the REPC reads: "[t]ime is of the essence regarding the date set forth 
in this Contract. Extensions must be agreed to in writing by all the parties." 
Furthermore, even if the contract and its addenda had been signed timely by both parties, 
the REPC ceased to exist for a failure of consideration. The Defendants did not tender the 
$10,000 in earnest money required by Addendum I to extend the closing date. Instead, they first 
paid the $10,000 on June 7, 2006, long after the contract and addenda had lapsed. The Utah 
Supreme Court explains that a failure of consideration "attacks the very existence of the contract 
for the purpose of proving it unenforceable." Aquagen Int'l, 972 P.2d at 414. 
Subsequent addenda did not operate as waivers of the REPC's closing date. Deadlines 
for signing were stated clearly in each of the documents. Therefore, the Court finds persuasive 
Garcia v. Alfonzo, explaining "the time of the essence clause is 'not a stock phrase but [is] 
intended to give the sellers an immediate right to cancel the contract if the buyer [is] unable to 
timely demonstrate an ability to purchase.'" 490 So.2d 130,131 (Fla. 1986). 
Similarly, affidavits setting forth evidence of the Plaintiffs' actions and Defendants' reliance on 
the contract do not alter the terms of the contracts in dispute. The contract and its terms were 
available to both parties and the contract itself, not the Plaintiffs' actions, are the undisputable 
facts Defendants should have relied upon. 
Conclusion 
This Court finds for the Plaintiffs and grants the Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment and orders Plaintiffs to prepare an order consistent with this ruling. 
DATED this _ ^ 2 day of September, 2006. 
Case No. 060400548 
4bi 
Judgment and orders Plaintiffs to prepare an order consistent with this ruling. 
DATED this Zl day of September, 2006. 
Case No. 060400548 
4 b u 
District 
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Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801)364-6500 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
COUNTY OF UTAH, STATE OF UTAH 
LLOYD B. GURNEY, BETTY GURNEY, 
PAUL GURNEY, DONNA S. GURNEY, 
LEE A. JEPPSON, LaRAE G. 
JEPPSON and LaREE SMITH, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
RANDY G. YOUNG, BLAKE JUMPER, 
STONE RIVER DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
RCP LAND INVESTMENT, LLC, and 
R.G.YOUNG, INC., 
Defendants. 
RANDY G. YOUNG, STONE RIVER 
DEVELOPMENT, INC., and R.G. 
YOUNG, INC., 
Counterclaim Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
LLOYD B. GURNEY, BETTY GURNEY, 
PAUL GURNEY, DONNA S. GURNEY, 
LEE A. JEPPSON, LaRAE G. 
JEPPSON and LaREE SMITH 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL TIMOTHY 
Case No. 060400548 
Division 7 
Judge Steven L. Hansen 
Counterclaim Defendants. 
Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs submit the following Affidavit of Paul 
Timothy: 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
)SS! 
COUNTY OF SANPETE ) 
Paul Timothy, having been duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Affidavit. 
2. I am a licensed real estate agent since 2000. 
3. I represent as a limited agent the Gurneys, as sellers, and R.G. Young, Inc. 
and/or Assigns, as buyers, in relation to the Real Estate Purchase Contract for the sale of 
the real property located at approximately 300 North and 1700 West in Lehi, Utah (the 
"Gurney Property"). 
4. The Gurneys and R.G. Young, Inc. and/or Assigns, entered into the REPC 
and Addendum No. 1 to that REPC on December 1, 2003. 
5. The parties subsequently entered into two additional Addenda, which were 
styled Addendum No. Ill and Addendum No. 3. A true and correct copy of the final and 
fully executed version of the REPC and all Addenda is attached hereto as Exhibit 1 
6. I drafted the REPC and the Addenda with the input of the parties. 
7. The REPC notes that "R.G. Young and/or Assigns" is the Buyer. The lack 
of "Inc." after R.G. Young in the REPC is the result of an inadvertent scrivener's error. The 
parties and I understood that R.G. Young, Inc. and/or Assigns was to be the Buyer. 
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8. Page 7 of Addendum No. 1 to the REPC notes that "Blake Jumper and/or 
Assigns" is the Buyer, as opposed to the other pages of Addendum No. 1, which reflect 
that "R.G. Young, Inc. and/or Assigns" is the Buyer. The use of "Blake Jumper and/or 
Assigns" as Buyer on Page 7 of the Addendum is the remnant of a previous draft of 
Addendum No. 1 and was included in the final draft as a result of an inadvertent scrivener's 
error. In drafting Addendum No. 1,1 understood that "R.G. Young, Inc. and/or Assigns" 
was the Buyer. 
9. It was and is my understanding as the parties agent, that they intended to 
and did enter into a binding contract on December 1,2003, despite the fact that the REPC 
and Addendum No. 1 indicated an acceptance deadline of November 28, 2003. 
10. None of the parties ever informed me that they believed the REPC and 
Addendum No. 1 to be void due to the lapse of the acceptance deadline. 
11. In fact, the parties conducted themselves in accordance with the REPC and 
Addendum No. 1 being a binding contract including but not limited to in the following ways: 
meeting with government officials to effectuate water transfers and other necessary pre-
development steps; exchanging the $10,000.00 earnest money; and meeting with each 
other and with me on many occasions to discuss the effectuation of the contract. 
12. Pursuant to the REPC, included in the sale of the Gurney property is "53.82 
shares of water or shares equal to the required amount by Lehi City for development. See 
Exhibit 1 at 1. 
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13. The parties discussed on many occasions the fact that the water shares 
required by Lehi City would have to be transferred to the City prior to the City granting 
development approval to the Gumeys Estates project. 
14. It is my understanding as the agent for the parties, that the parties intended 
for such water shares to be transferred prior to closing and that the REPC and Addenda 
require such transfers. 
15. The water transfers required by the REPC and Addenda have been delayed 
by internal Gurney family disputes. 
16. I met with the Gurney family members on countless occasions in an effort to 
help them resolve their water disputes so that the REPC and Addenda could be closed. 
17. In June of 2004, the parties entered into the second Addendum to the REPC, 
which was styled "Addendum No. Ill" which extended the REPC through February 1,2005. 
18. Addendum No. Ill also notes that it is an amendment of the REPC and 
Addendum of December 1, 2003. 
19. Neitherthe Gurneys, northe terms of the Addendum No. Ill, conditioned the 
extension of the REPC on an additional payment of $10,000.00. 
20. At no time did the Gurneys indicate to me that they believed that Addendum 
No. Ill was not binding. 
21. As before the parties continued to conduct themselves as if the REPC and 
Addenda were binding contracts. 
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22. In December and January of 2004, the parties entered into a third Addendum 
to the REPC, which was styled "Addendum No. 3". 
23. It was and is my understanding as the parties agent, that they intended to 
and did enter into Addendum No. 3 as a binding Addendum to the REPC despite the fact 
that it was not executed by all of the parties prior to December 13, 2004. 
24. Because of the fact that some members of the Gurney family live outside the 
State of Utah, it often took extra time to obtain signatures on documents. 
25. The parties never indicated to me that they considered Addendum No. 3 to 
be non-binding or void due to the date of execution of the document. 
26. After the execution of Addendum No. 3, the parties continued to conduct 
themselves as if the REPC and Addenda were binding documents, including but not limited 
to by working toward the closure of the property transfer and proposing modifications of the 
REPC to one another. 
27. From December 1, 2003, through approximately six months ago, I met with 
the Gurneys many times, usually two to three times per week, to work with them in 
resolving the water transfer issues and other issues related to the closing of the REPC 
transaction. At no time did the Gurneys indicate that they thought the REPC and Addenda 
were invalid. 
28. In fact, on October 29, 2005, I traveled to Boise, Idaho, to meet with the 
Gurney Family to discuss closing the transaction. I would not have traveled to Idaho and 
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incurred the expenses and time associated with such a trip, had there been any question 
among the parties concerning the validity of the REPC and Addenda. 
29. I also wanted to make sure at that time that my listing for the Gurney Property 
was up to date and that my interest in the REPC and Addenda was protected. At that time 
the Gurneys singed a listing agreement with me for an additional twelve months and did 
not indicate that they felt the REPC and Addenda to be void. 
Dated: June J 3 ^ 2006. 
Paul Timothy 
Subscribed to and awnrn hftfrr* me on this the day of Jtfne, 2006. 
i Z£^L MARIE ANDtKSUN 3BMK ^m^dM^u^r^ 
S m » g Notary Public 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on July (*•)-, 2006, a true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of 
Paul Timothy was served upon the following parties of record via U.S. mail: 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Lisa M. McGarry 
Hobbs & Olson, L.C. 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
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REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT 
Ittpvytfttaffttwifttm* d i t t o s torn. ttyttf#t«)f«ltgitortkr*6vlQttcma*ir(^^ 
ck^bftd^BkwaidihOTbvdX^nsla Ihe Brotarapa, as Earnest Money, ttieamount f SIQ^CXy.ro^^^hA fhrn n f * 
Check _ _ _ »hich. upon Acceoiia^ 
StSIttedi i i^ 
Receivedfcy: on', . , —-iP**0) 
Brokerage: Alfpro Realty Group. JncJ Brickyard Phona Number 801-466*0676 
OFFER TO PURCHASE 
1. PBOPgRTV:8812 n. 9150 W.. Lett 84443. !D#12:034:Q035/32A36/13/a8/4D 
aisndofigrihBd as:ADDfOX. 36.57 acres of undeveloped property, 
City 6! Lgh] , Courtly of Utah , State of Utah, Zip 84043 ftte -property*)* 
1.1 Incltidtd ttamt. Unteee excluded hereto, th^ 
tm Property: ptombtos, heating, alrcomWoi^a fixtures and oqqjprosrrt; ctfltofl fare, wai^r heot&n buiteto aaditfW} 
Rflht fixture* and bulbs bathroom fixtures; curtate, draperies end rods: tttrctar end door ttawtk- stamlSSt * « 
aUfon^ovaoector opera rh^oKt^^m^M 
ateobelnolLrMtat^eal&arrioamfl^^ 
1.2 ExckKtod tteme. The following items ar&axd 
1,3 WEter Rkrhte. The following water tiohts are included to this sale: 53»82 shares of water or shares 
qgual to the required amount by Ishl City for tieygfoprofrnt , 
2. PURCHASE PRICE. ThsPurshaae Pries for ihe Property Is $1,737,075.00 
2.1 Ifcthodof Payment The Purchase Prteewl bepaktestoUows: 
S 10,000.00 (a) garnet! Money Deposit* Under osrtfn conditio** described In this Contact TH& 
DEPOSIT MAY BECOME TOTALLY NON-REFUNDABUE> 
S 1,727.075.00 (b) New Loan. Bayer agrees to apply for a new loan as provided in Section 2.3* Buyer ytfll apply 
tor one or more of the fotatfnfl loans: DQ CONVBmONAL [ ]FHA f l V A 
pg OTrffiR fcpedhfl Private Funds 
If an FHA/VA taan applies, aee attached FHA/VA Loan Addendum* 
U the loan Is to include any particular terms, then check below and give details: 
f ] SPECIFIC LOAMTCttMS 
(<$ IxraAsswviptkMAdkJNtfidtvn 
(dj Selar Financing (eeetftactod Sailer Fnar«fnflAciiencJLiTiHaffiicsMe) 
(a) Other (epodfy) _ _ 
(f) Balance of PurcfiraPift* In C ^ at S r t ^ ^ 
j 1,737,075.00 PURCHASE PRt<5£ Total of linos (a) through (f) 
2 2 FlmrHdr^CMKWott fcf»cks$|>ffeibtoJKM) 
(a) [ ] Buyete oblfcato ^ 
Joartts)i^erarK»diriSec^aiC>)or^flhe'Loan7. ThteconcfttotefafernrfleastfteTto^^ (b) IXJ fiuyarls obligalton to purrfiasa be Property » 
Section £3 does not apply. J* / 
Ptt0a1 of Spaces S a i l e r ^ l t ^ a i & V ^ X } m ( } ^ J m 3 Buyoffrlahteffi/^ / OHe/£?-tf( ^ 3 
TIM000001 
T 7 ^ SSBB-SBB-Sefr 311 fiIT«»*H ^ q^ouiji W d E E ^ I 9002 ST unr 
2u& 
2J3 AppUtaftM tor Lean. 
(a) Buyer** duties; No later thaji the Loan Appictiton* !te 0 ^ ^ 
apply for the Loan. " L o a n A w & x ^ m ^ 
tfifibsr) the HUfieJ loan appfeafion and rJaoanentaSon tequkerf by the Lender; and 09 pakf afi loan applicafion foes as 
rao^d by tte Lender. B^fiiFocstod^yrty^ofklDom^^rjQarL Buyor^prryTipf/prwrt^ r ^ L e n d e r ^ 
addrtiofiaJ documentation as required by tie Lender. 
<b) Procedumlf Loon Apptoellofi fedeeieti. if Buyer reoefees; writon nofics from the UirioVr tia* t ie Lender 
does not ^ prove t * Loan (a "Notice of Loan Denial"). Buyer filial, no later Hian time catendar days thereafter, provide a 
ccpytoSeler* Buyer or S I J ^ may, wHhlritire^ 
proHdfaia^rittDnnotioototha other party- In t » event ot * canoafedtan under tils Section 2.3(b): flfftheN&ltoeof Loan 
DeidW was received by Buyer no later t w tie Loan Dental D&eolhe rtfanenced in Secfen 24(d), tte Earnest M&ney^  
Depo^shal to relun^lo Buyer; ® ^ 
Ctejy^ahtf be retea^lo Seller, a ^ 
Bqiikteted damages. A f s n ^ 
forth In Section 2J2(a). Cancelation purauant to the provfcforistf any otter aecta 
such olher provieJorttL 
2A Apprtfe*! CaumtotL Buyer* rjbr$a*ta to pttchae* aSe 1 ^ ^ 
ftrjrjra^toriKaleaatr^ttoPu^ tribe Appraieef 
OwKlton a p p ^ arrf tie Buyer reosh^ i ^ Ptoperfyhas appraised tor teas than the 
Purchase Price (a "NofceolAppttfe^ 
Seller IK» laterthan tiree days etter Buyers receipt of such vriUan oofca. htieeimtrtof'&cajm&afionurcfertiisSa^^ 
2.4: mtf trie Notto of Apprised Voiua,^^ 
24(e), the Earnest McoeyBsMfth aNM 
alter thai dale, the Eenieetl ior^Dep^ 
remedy, *he Earnest Money Depa* AS fiqukfefed damages. A fauure to cancel as proufcfed to ftte Secfon 2 4 ehaH be 
rioerni^  a v^f^r of tie/fpra^fCGnci^ Ganceiafexi pursuant la He prwtefcnsofanyotw^x«cifonof thte 
Contract shall bo governed byeuch other provfefona. 
S, BETTLEaEMT AND CLOSING. 
Setieraant Ghal tafta place on tie Sotiternent Deadtae tefereoood ki SeoEon 24flJt or on a ritto upon which Buyer and 
S^sSfleetow«no~ ^Settteffieiirehaltxwortytihw {aj Buyer and &eter 
have sip/rat artf defoeied to each olr^ v 
Lender, by written escrow taekucfone or by appficabto tor, (b) any monies rehired to be paid by Buyer under these 
otacurtienfe (except tor the pro 
h t » farm of cotecied or cleared Imcfe; end ($ any monies roqurad io be paid by Setter under ihese documents have 
beendafiveiBdbySelterlaBtfyerortot»esQfo^ Selerend Buyer 
sfml each pay oiia-half ( ^ of tie fae ohaJi^ 
Ttorearrf assessments 1br the curer ty^ 
set forth in this Section. Tenant deposit fkteb&na. but not failed Io. eecur^ dapoete, a l ee i^ dtoposte eiiid prepaid 
lenfcjehalbepaidOfCfed^bySeaertDBin^tt Proraicnaaettaih&iihfeSeceonahBflte 
Setttenejil Oeadkia dala ivfifeiMaad in 8ec«m Suchwriting 
c c ^ ridufe tie aetiainer* ataleme^ T ^ 
BT)dvtfr^aUo1thefollo^ghdvebe^<»mp}9tad: (f) tie proceeds o1 any new loan have been delivered by the Lender to 
Salter or to the escrow/closing oTffca; end («) the appJteawe Gtoslng obouments have been recorded In the office of the 
county reoorder. The actons described In parte (9 end (19 of the pnaceolng sentence ehaJ] be completed mothlri four calendar 
days of Settlement 
4, POSSESSION. Seller shall deliver physical posaeaalon to Buyer within: [ ] hour* 11 days after Closing 
GO Other tooehVl Uoon recording „ 
DISCLOSURE. Atthefl&*igof H& Contact 
•*8> 
fimKthy > represents f]Sa&er I ] Buyer ftl both Bayer end Salter 
as 41 Limited Aoonb *• 
Tha Usfinn Broker. All Pro Reaitvr , represent* £1 Seller []BuyerrXl berth Buyer andSelJer 
s weUrnfted Agent; 
AW 
Ptoa2of6pagfts StBert 
TIM000002 
2-d £928-SE8-S£t' Oi l ^IT^BJ RM^OUJ-H WdEE^X 9002 ST unr 
2u5 
Jun 19 2006 5:25PM Ti thy Family LLC 435-6 8265 
RpF 13 QB 10:02* Paul fc Janice Timoth* C4351 635-8265
 p „ 3 
U o 8 « E ^ A t t ^ l ^ M . T f t ^ ^ ^__i^pcesent&H©e«ar I J Buyer J>Jbo*hDoyor find Sutler 
Thftg^^fin^^AgPmRaBlftf ., naraagnfar 1 Salter ( Iftiijw- MfcoJhBdYflr«jdS^I<»r 
t TfUJd ItSOtt A>iC£, A l S * « t e n ^ 9 t ^ i < j r ^ 
T. SELLER ttGtt0&Jti£& tto fato f i i i v * * Sifc* f ) K ^ ^ 
(4 « « r { « p t t ^ _ _ _ 
« • I| i " ' • » ' • ' " W « " • " ! • I J I » • > 1 I • " ! '• '• I ' • • • ' • * • • ' • • .11" . , « - . 
< ^ ^ « * « j i ^ * ^ ^
 v ^ ...... ^ 
^ _ _ ^ __ _^„ „ "fyfflt if lifnjDiijiM.i whip [n ijlwf tug Ifr Tk^it Hi• J iilulf bu UUULUHJU 1J» 
W gi*taflioq»* )hqmitt»t» float*** to *fer *»» *** &tia*k*m « kt^ ^Gctais D»«*r« «l«fTOd |« 
StdlttnlO. 
tire, «te tmrn of the tofcwina *±»i>i*i a$ fnaprparaiatf infer thfc Control Jbf * * * rtfanww: I X ] Add***** 
f *p3* f *p«pt t 3 * r t 
WW i ^ k 5 B^+mJl^^ 
TfMOOOOO^ 
^ 0 * 
Jun 19 2 0 0 6 5 ; 25PM T i ^_ha F a m i l y LLC 4 3 5 - 8 8 2 6 5 
flj*r 13 05 10s 03a Paul & J a n i c e Timothy {4351 8 3 5 - 8 2 6 5 p„4 
* * i « r t H t t | | « t ^ l ^ A o*t**«r Hewn* 
<£«* *mf* a * paraon «»*«*"» — 
,Jun 13 2006 5:gBPH__Tl .hy Family LLC 435-6' 82B5 
fipr 13 05 iD:Q3a Paul 1 Janic« Tx*o*.htf (435) 835~8££S p. 
demand ftfeagrt^ted^irfaL^ A ^ ^ 
mm«*is6on uncter Section 16, 
date r*towoDd ki ittte ConlrtuA 
IB, Almost****, & « # ^ l t e | * w l ^ 
aa. IS&tGF LOSS, JU ISA or k»^ to 1to ftt^r^ indUdnngf plwiloal docrttiOB or dtojtnfc&m to «ia Piooerty or tl$ 
. „ ,_^ . - _ _ n to4toH^t#<¥^^ .. ^ _ - ^ 
m tppnioiiQwMtM „ ,JJWf,lt3Wjff» , , .{Owe) 
* w d ^ * » i * ^ ^ ^ * » i r t W ^ ^ 
ACCEmANC&COUmmQFFEmBlECrriQN 
CHEMCOMEs 
&6 ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO WJRCHASEr Sailer Acaepts thfr fowaplrtg offer can the term* end conditions eoedffed 
/ above. 
[ ] COUMTETK>FHER: Suitor prasarta for DiWfi Acceptance Iho Ifefme of ^ j^y t^^  o*te 5«i>oct Ip l^he 
fnodffiGafcwasspactf^ , , 
gkdf&^w&j*^ 
Uovde & 
„ . , „ . cms or 
(PLEASE rftrit 
ffcM.£E| , . „. m .Adrt&sa} (BpGtttt 
(Sellers Signature) (Date) (Time) (8e3terfe Signature) " (Date) {Time)" 
»****•***•* 4M4***4*WHI*U*****4*4*»M»M*******4*** 
OOCOMENTRKEJPT 
State law requites Broker to Jurnteh Buyer end Salter wtth tjoples of this Contract tearing all signatures. (Fill In appll&ab!& 
secfion below,} 
raoafcttfa fljiaf copy of ifte fonsflairig ConinECtbe r^facraHsraritttornge: 
lauLpL 
(Oets) 
z&itsmx&k&F1"—•"ih" 
^BrnvEAwa9rr£,wrL r r w ? £ i i c * s j w $ « r a a ^ 
to. 
P * g e a o f 6 p ^ p « SrttorttWft*». Die/£?-£)/**33 
e - J S 9 2 8 - £ e 8 - S E * TIM000006 O i l RlTUi^j Rqq.ou/pi WdBE*2T 9 0 0 2 S t u n r 
2G1 
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ADDENDUM NO. l ' 
TO 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
T H ^ ^ J x i A M i Q I l U l l t I t t W N T B R p ^ 
^ Q ^ ^ m r w D a i e o f gaptember 30 , 3063 ,intfucSnflaQ p^<*****&andcouniofotfere; bewwon 
R-g-r yp^wr m e , fr or A s s i g n ^ as Buver. andGumBv Family r oe g ^ 
regmanflihBPronelylocated*t8Bi2 H» 9 iso <r., frehi. u t - 8 4 0 « j u ^ 
1 . Within, seven. (7) days o f t h e execut ion of t h i s . ftgreafreat,
 th& Buyer s h a l l pafr frh** 
sum of t:ep. thousand dol larg <$10yQftP-,OQ) i n t o totcgratsa T i t l e ServiCea, €925 ttoioxi 
Park Pester, Su i t e 160, Hie to le , trtah 64047
 r t o be p l a c e s i n an i n t e r e s t b e a r i n g 
eacroy frccoont t o be des igned fay t h e Buyer (the account & i n t e r e s t earned *fr-yrein a r e 
herein ^ l l e t ^ i y e l y r e t i r e d t o aa the 'Bepocdt* fc QXaObmrsed a s h e r e i n s e t for th) . 
2 . The i n i t i a l c l o s i n g ("herein c l o s i n g ) s h a l l OCCULT Vjthiat t h i r t y (3D) days o f 
Buyer yfrceivinp f i n a l p l a t approval from tehi City Qounctl t o congtrnct t h e 
sabdivi^jon, but i n no event l a t e r than angnst 1 , 2P0& (herein the Mrrt.tiai c l o » * ^ 
date") frt
 a l o c a t i o n mutually convenient t o Boyer fe S e l l ^ Buyer «v»*ll l>e permi t ted 
t o close* COL the property in. too (2) stages, , The f i r s t fa) s t a g e s h a l l be t h e i n i t i a l 
d o s i n g c
 flwn conta in a minimem o f e ighteen fe three, fourth f i a , - ^ acrea« The 
Bacon& fa) s tage s h a l l occur no l a t e r than e ighteen t la ) montho f r o * t h e i n i t i a l 
c l o s i n g , m the event Buyer hag n o t rece ived f i n a l p l a t approval w i t h 2 -5 u n i t e / a c r e 
from Sehi by the c l o s i n g d a t e then the Bayer s h a l l be granted one (!) e x t e n s i o n t o b e 
pa id aa toUboytaz 
BUYER Aty> SELLER AGREE THAT THE CONTRACT DEADLINES REFERENCED IN SECTION 24 OF THE REPC 
{CHIECK APPLICABLE BOX): { J REMAIN UNCHANGEDI J A M CHANGED AS FOLLOWS: 
To ^  €«tert t^tsmifi ef W& ADDENDUM i i » d ^ 
axi counteroffers. I tera tors 
n t fmod^fcy f isADOB^UMsh^ ]Bi««rtf i f i lha«unl3 S^OO r ] A H m W 
Mountefri'nmftQn Kfrvattber ae , 2003 {Da te i i oaa^ t ip te i i p^^ 
(Date) (Twn$ H i B ^ g ^ s e f o a o ^ f e (Oafe) . (Time) 
CHSGKONE: 
•*-#3 •^ sp f^r (Signature) (Date) (Tina) 
I 1 REJECTION: I IS#ter[ ] Buyer rfijBOts^eforBfioInflADDEM)UM. 
(STgnafom/ ~ (Oartej (firna/ (oTgrtaftifieJ' (Sate) (7ihie) 
THSfcoBii AMOVED W THE LflW 
EFF^VE AUGUST *, 2003, fTREPLACESAhffi SUPERSEDa ALLM^JOO^YAPPROVCTVEftSJC*BOFT>*BFORM. 
TIM000007 
fr-cl S928-SEB-SEir 311 RlJUiej Ri^ouipi WdEes2T 9002 S I unr 
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ADDENDUM NO. 1 
TO 
REAL, ESTATE PURCHASE CONTtfACT 
71*S IS AW i x f ADDENDUM [ ] C6UNT£ftOFFH* to that REAL ESTATE WJRCH0^SEO>nT?AC^ 
»rt Otter ttetersnce Date of S e p t e m b e r 3 0 , 3tQ03 , indudfco oft prioraridordft«u^ c»untorortans, faotwaen 
R . G . YODQMI lnc~ fe o r A s s i g n e e > a&Buyer. andGnmev Family
 § _ a s Safer; 
r^tv^thePrwortv-lQcalfldafagi^ y . 9150 U . . I^M> Utah 846413
 m . The 
folowiiftatea^araN^
 s 
&) Buy^** t Q pay, am addi t iona l t e n thousand t$iPyQQO..OO) d o l l a r s ntm-reftrndgbl^ * 
depos i t bo In tegra ted T i t l e garvicaB no l a t e r than J a l y 30* 2004 bo e x t e n d the. 
e loa lng flute t o October :L, 3&a4fc Deposit a h a l l b e app l i ed t o pnrchacte p r i c e pfc 
i n i t i a l _ .
 r _ _ -
c l o s i n g fc the B3cro*r Agent s h a l l prcxnpfcly de l i c to : the -deposit t o tfafib S e l l e r . 
3«. Tntereat s h a l l begin, t o a c c m e 00 August l r 2004. rrfas i n t e r e s t r a t e s h a l l ha 
e i g h t jfi*) parcent s imple i n t e r e s t fc ^^al l be due at eaoh caihsaquent c l o s i n g . 
4 . Buyer a h a l l be permitted t o aocea.era.tfc t h i s takedown v i th . no pre-payynpent p e n a l t y . 
t o be assessed t o Bayer > 
5- For a per iod of one hundred and t rea ty (120) days a f t e r t h e datg o f acceptance by 
a l l p a r t i e s , in. B u y e r s aol& & abso lu te d i s c r e t i o n , i f the oondit i te i o f tAe proper ty 
i a not e d i t a b l e f o r Buyer *c intended purpose & uae of t h e property Buyer s h a l l have 
t h e r i g h t t o terminate t h i s Agreement by v r i t t e n . n o t i c e t o S e l l e r , i n v h i c h e v e n t 
t h e Deposit s h a l l hfc returned t o Bayer fc n e i t h e r party a h a l l have any f a r t h e r 
l i a b i l i t y hereunder. 
BUYe* AMD MLteR AGREE THAT TICCONlTtt^ 
{CHECK APPLICABLE BOX): I IREMAJN UNCHANGED [ ] ARE CHANGE AS FOLLOWS: 
ToMi&a&rtfielamisoflhisADD 
notmodHtobytteADDETOlJM IBuwstalhayaurttg S**o r ]Aiirx]P*l 
%k^a^^yknBon^o^^ii>eT2Br 2003 n ^ l t o a c c s o t t t o t o n r g r f t t i s A D P ^ ^ 
lofth&REPG, Untes^&C0*plGd.te offer a s s g f ^ 
BMyerpqSeiGrSorialtm (Dote) (Time) 
AGGEPTAMCE/COWmiK^^ 
CHECK ONE: 
^ACCEPTANCE: [ 1 Seller JKfBuytr hereby accepts the terms 0? this ADDENDUM. 
J COUNTEROFFER; [ JSoflGrf | B u j « r p f i M i ^ a e a c ^ ^ 4 ) iBuyarp &ctyte&tUh (SfcnahHa) (Date) (Tima) 
[ J REJECTION; f J S a U « l I Buyer re^eotattietcKB^Ina ADDENDUM. 
(Signature) (Date) (Tfcra) (Signature) (Data) (Time) 
TW5 FO™ iU^ffKWD BY THGIH-AH REAL KTATE C ^ 
EFFECTIVE AUGUST 5,2003. fT REPLACES AHI3»UPCR3£Offi ALL PflEVIOOStV APPROVED VERSIONS OFTHtSFOflM, 
TIM000008 
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ADDENDUM MO-1 
TO 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
THlSISJlNt 1 ADDENDUM [ )COUWTE«>FFHfttot^ REAL ESTATE P O R C ^ ^ 
anCWarneforanreDaietf September 3 0 , 2003
 n .kirita^^pfkrariAttrtft 
E.G. Yotim & or Aggicmee asBuver. andgaraey F»milv _nfc SeUer, 
ragttrinqtwPnH^ 31S0 H., Lehi 8*043 .. . Thft 
lotaring tem» are hereby Incotporab^^paicflh&RaKi: 
In the event Bayer teradnateB th is contract: after the otne hundred and twenty (120)day 
period then the Escrow Agent shal l promptly deliver- the deposit t o the Se l l er & 
neither party ghall have any further l i a b i l i t y hereunder, vith no further force or 
effect , either a t law or in eqqity* . • / 
€. Prior to closing. Buyer shall obtain. at Brryer^ exfrenae a surrey from a registered 
engineer or surveyor shoving; the eaoatct aaount or acreage to be purcfcm*&d. The 
piirchase price sha l l then be adjusted accordingly by ajoltiplyinigr the indicated ' 
acreage oa said cert i f ied survey by forty^eeven. tdbouaand:, f ive hundred dollar* 
($47,500.00) per acre, ta conatitaatg tb* property ssrtee teg a l l rmrporaa of fefrjg 
Agreeanant* 
7. Seller a Buy^r shall each bear one-half (1/2) of fch* coat of transfer, 
recordation, fc agricultural traagger taxes-
,8> Sellers viah to retain two (2) bgildipg lota in the proposed dj&velorreient, one of 
which i s to be three-foiirthB {3/4:3 of an. acre a the other to be one-half <1/2I of an 
acre> One of the l o t s ie to be adjacent to the proposed open goace £ to include on 
BiryHR AND seo^RAGnffi THAT THE cohmuwrrDeAiw^ 
(CHECK APptJfcABLEBO)Q;[ f l ^ U ^ 
To the exfcnt totems of thfeADDB4D^ 
erdaoumorotfei^il^ 
n«mcxJBedbylhteADDENIXWehallremain 1to fx ]€M*r{ >Bwarghafihft*ung BzOO j ) A * [ X ] P U 
Mountain "force on Woveatoeg 28 , 3003 fDideLtoapi^lh&temtefrf^ 
tJ^aoftfttBB^ IWB«»accepted.*ieofferas^loclh^lhtsADD»4C 
<g 
Buyorj^SciQrSiir^jre (Dole} (Time) 
Att£PTANEaBCOUNT^^ 
CHEW OWE: 
r
 ACCBTANCE: [ ] S d f c r K * « a y t r h e r ^ a c c ^ 
J CttUNTEROrTOt: [ I&tfor[ J Buyerprteanteasao*tt*m>ftaite^ 
• ) ^ (Date) W ( S i g n a t o r * ) j ^ S e f (Time) 
[ ] REJECTION; [ ]$atar[ ]Buy^r^ocfethetorGQO^ADDe^DUM. 
(Signeturft) (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Dade) (Time) 
TH» m i m APmOVCO BY T>C tiTWn^AL ESTATE 
EFFECTIVE AUflUSTB^ aXW. ITREIHJU»AltoSUrc«DI»AIXPnev^^ 
9'J SSHB-SeB-SE* 011 Rliured R M ^ U I T 1 W d i r £ : 2 t 9 0 0 2 ™ ° 2 n r 0 0 9 
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A D D J ^ D U M N O . i 
TO 
WEAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
THIS I S A N M ADDENDUM [ 1 COUNTCRDira& *> 1h* 
an Offer Ratarancg Date or Septiembey 3 0 , £003 . focluetog &| prior acttwv^ ««^ emWynff^a, faohfften 
ft.G, X0***** R °^ Aseicmee asBwar.andGnxmy Bsmllv as Setter* 
mgaid^thfcPnapi^ M> 91S0 tt». tehi 84043
 ( . The 
WlowtaQf ternis ore homby lrKX3tporatoJ^»paflo<th&REPC: 
thft 3 / 4 l o t o f Lloyd Garnftyr the s±r ($») infch y e l l . -The s±ac (€») Inch v e i l s h a l l 
remain. tha property o f ftloyd ft Paul Qttrney a& s p e c i f i e d b y t h e Water R ight s n iv i s ior t 
o f the State o f trtait. 
3^ S e l l e r agrees t o pay t o Beyer t h e ac tua l p o s t s o f develop/peat o f S e l l e r ' s t v o 
l o t s «UB out l ined i n S e c t i o n a o f t h i s atMrtflflm based og a pro-rata share o f t h e 
development c o s t s f o r sadd development* the a c t e a l c o s t s o f t h e l o t dtevelopncait ac 
they itapact the c o s t o f t h e i r owa irtdividual c o s t s -will be- shared ±q w r i t i n g v i t h 
t h e Goraey's 
10M Buyer agrees t h a t x t w i l l n o t i n t e r f e r e , in. any a r t e r i a l re spec t , v i t h S e l l e r s 
use o f the property » Bayer far ther agrees t o ijnrUmnify & ho ld S e l l e r h a m l e g g from fe 
aga ins t any fc a l l c la ims
 r liabilities r or expense o f any patttre MfafrtBoeveeer ar is ing; 
oat o f gueh entry on the property, J i l l t e a t h o l e s fc borings s h a l l bfe Certced la. order * 
t o protect S e l l e r * s l i v e s t o c k frog iajtary. In t h e u n l i k e l y *****>£ t h f e 1"** i s 
rettraifed t o the S e l l e r t h e land v l l l be res tored as c l o s e t o i t s o r i g i n a l o o n d i t i o n 
ag poss ib le . • . 
BUYER AMD SELLER AGREE THAT THE CONTTRACT DEADLINES REFERENCED !M SECTION 2* OF THE REPC 
{CHECK APPLICABLE BOX}: f ] REUAM UNCHANGED [ J ARE CHANQH) AS FOLLOWS: 
, • - • • • • • , , , . - . . . • . - , , - . r i a 
Tothe^li^tetanTecrftftGADDe^ 
i ^ ttcrtterrffeta, t ree terro 
ntfmodforibythteADDac^shaHri^ iBwrriiaflha«mnig StQQ t J*M\JT\PU 
Mountain Tfaui on Ifoveafcer 2Bt 2003 fi>ote).tottraoEtotefflftrftteAn 
l^lheRa^O, Unless soara»pl^A»)0?)fter«srftoftiin 
1
 to**) {HniD> ' Buyerl^JS^^Sionaiure (Dale) (Time) 
ADGErawoBCOui*^^ 
CHECKONE 
^ACCEPTANCE: { J3«tojp<fB«y*rhei^ 
[ ] COUNTEROFFER: [ ]Stfc«T I& i *&rp tee*ma&aw^^ . 
/feif *?I ^ t g g ^^ tSonatura) (Date) (Time) 
f ] REJECTION: [ J Salter I J Buyer rejects tiefcmgtfng ADDENDUM. 
'(Signature) ' (Date) (Time) (Sfonature) (Date) (Time) 
THfcRtttt APPROVE W?H£ UTAH E ^ 
BFFBCTWEAU0ll»T5,a»3t T T H 0 H J f c ^ A » » « H » e 3 A l l P R E ^ ^ 
A-d SSSB-SSS-SB* am R T T « J *MUOU,TX
 WdSE:2T 9OD2™°2? r 010 
1S6 
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ADDENDUM NO. 1 
TO 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
T W S l S A N t FACOENOUrt t J C W * D l 9 * 0 « ^ tol^ 
MinfftyRfltew^flnateflf September: £ 0 . 2003 . indudino aM odoraddenda and Rn?mtefntfn^ hah^wn 
R..S.,._Yopnq fc or Ass ignee as Butfer. andGctrngy fomilv _ _ a$ S&ter, 
mgMr^lht tPf f t^ frx*^ tt. 3150 K.. .Lahi 8*043 „ , The 
fdlowina tern* a t e t a r e t y m c o r p o ^ 
11* Buyer s h a l l give, to S e l l e r & copy of the flnryey upon i t s completion* l i t t h e 
e-gent the Buyer e l e c t s not t o proceed with, the purchase o f t h e prqpert ly . a l l 
engineering, t e a t r e p o r t s & surveys s h a l l be de l ivered prowgpfcly to the S e l l e r * 
Oopiea of a l l t e s t a fe CC CR's s h a l l be de l ivered t o S e l l e r upoat reques t , 
12H Se l l er may c l o s e t h i s t ransac t ion aa nart of a 1D31 l i k e - k i n d .exchange o f 
properties* The S e l l e r ahal l bear a l l cos t s arepciated v i t h anch rrinhftrtqe.. Buyer 
hereby agrees t o cooperate f o l l y idLth the S e l l e r fe do a l l tfrbflga reasonably required 
& requested by t h e S e l l e r provided t h a t aach a c t i o n s do no t increase the Buyers 
ob l iga t ions , l i a b i l i t i e s , or cause any delay ±n the d o a i j i g , ~~~~ 
13 » Buyer agrees t o the placement o f s t r e e t igprovewaatfli t o the g e l l e r e two (2) 
o r i s t i n g homes such a c curt? & g u t t e r , dr ive aprott, a spha l t & u t i l i t y s t u b s t o t h e 
property. Bayer s h a l l be r e s p o n s i b l e f o r the c o s t of s a i d improvements. 
14 > Bayer & S e l l e r wrtaaally agree t h a t the archectnral regtriT^mfttitg f o r t h e hoates t o 
be faailt i n the <jetmlopotgnt s h a l l ka&a state* ataccoy hrldk o r a conbinat loa thereof 
cat the front fc two gideaa of t h e hoaesu _ — . 
BUYER AKD SELLER AGREE THAT THE CONTRACT DEADLINES REFERENCED IN SECTION 2 4 OF THE REPC 
(CHECK A P W J C M l ^ B O X M ^ I ARE CHANGED AS FOLLOWS: 
— . . • . , . . . 
To Ihoarfirtfio terms of this A D D B I ^ 
nrtmoeffiaJtytto lBujwrshallhawiunB^iOO^f ]AU[z]PU 
ja^mteifirroapfi Sovgmber 2 8 , 2003 /Datel toaa^ftetermaof IhkADO^DOMirt a ^ ^ 
»23oftf»REPa IJtak^so acceptect*»*ofior^^ 
gSiorSSfiSSS MjOate} flrimaj f J B y^or^ 8^eOfirf,StortafaJf» (Date) 
O1ECK0N& 
nature ( ot ) . {Time} 
JUXSPTANOBCWIirE^ 
^ACCEPTANCE: J 1 Sdter^Buywhert^acc^ 
1 COUNTEROfFet; [ ]Sofer[ ] Buy^praaxasra A c o u n t e d . 
( S M e ) 7 / ( D a t e ) (TwnfeJ (Sionalura) (Dele) (Tuna) 
t I REJECTION; t }SeH«rI I B p y a r i ^ e c ^ f t o l b t e o t ^ 
(Sionaliim) "" (Date) (Time) (SJonatuTB) (Date) {Time) 
TTO FORM OTfH>VED»YTHEWArt REAL E ^ ^ 
£ 
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ADDENDUM NO. 1 
TO 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
^OtferRfiferaiiMDoteorgefDtegibgr ao» 2003 , Indurtoo a* prior adtfe«>daandfcmmterofforc betwwo 
R>G> Yotmq £t or ftgeignee as Buyer, andOorney Family , BR g&Ief 
f e o a i t ^ l t e P f f l o ^ N. . .a i50.g- . l*ehi 84Q443 , Tl^ 
Wcwrfno terms are hereby fFKXKporatsdaapartorttwBEK): 
15, Buyer agrees t o -work wi th b o t h ULoyd & Ifettl Quraey cm t h e diaeaisioana o f t h e 
property t o t h e i r s a t i s f a c t i o n * 
16. The S e l l e r s w i l l have t h e r i g h t t o review the p l a t p l a n s p r i o r t o t h a i r freing 
submitted to the City of I>ehi., to addi t ion , t h e S e l l e r s ' r e s e r v e t h e r i g h t t o aeleact 
t h e i r own builder i f they so d e s i r e . 
17- Both of t t e e x i s t i n g hones s h a l l maintain e n easerient from. th& s i x i n c h w e l l 
u n t i l new u t i l i t i e s a r e connected, when e i t h e r one o r both of the e x i s t i n g homes a r e 
s o l d the g i x inch v e i l v i l l 3be connected fco the hew b u i l d i n g l o t a which -wi l l b e 
dedicated to the Carney's- I n addi t ion , when power i s provided An. t h e s p e c i f i c 
l o c a t i o n o f the we l l , a permanent book-up w i l l he i n s t a l l e d by t h e deve loper a t no 
c o s t t o the Gurney's. Separate neter 'B wdH he provided t o h o t h ^ a n l fc Lloyd gqrnaiy.. 
An easement w i l l he provioftd t o t h e Ourney*s new hoabea p e r t a i n i n g t o t h e fciac inch ' 
w e l l .
 rm__m _ 
IB. Tfrree months p r i o r t o the f i r s t c l o s i n g two appraisers w i l l b e Belectedr one by. 
the S e l l e r & the other by t h e Buyer t o a s s e s s value t o t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e homes. an 
average between the two w i l l determine martet v a l u e . Each o f the homes, w i l l then be 
marketed through the t h e MfcS s i x t y days pr ior 
BUYER AND SELLER AGREE THAT THE CONTRACT DEADLINES REF^EWCED IH SECTION 24 OF THE REPC 
(CHECK: AW>L»CABLE BOX): t 1 REMAW UMCHAKGH> r I ARE CHANGED AS FOLLOWS^ 
To the extent fte terms tfthkADOET^^ 
arrtcttJnteroffore/lbeeetBn^ olhottermsoftheREPa inducing ay prior addenda ar«( oourtooners, 
ntfnwriHiedtythteAl^^ 1 B o w dial trap urttll 5rOO f u m m P M 
Mountain Tima or) Eovenber 28 , 2003 tP^. toax^l tetemBartr i igADD^^ 
pmvi$fore of Section » 
ACCS^ANC£<»UNTC«>FFBVREJEanOW 
CHECK ONE 
rI ACCEPTANCE: { ]SeJler[^Buy»r hereby acceptelhBtBfmB of ItiteADDBJDUM. ] COUNTEROFFER:! J Salter I ] Buyw preeeniaae a counteroffer theterrws of flttached ADDENDUM MO.
 f 
laffi £"#™J p%$ &^—<&&>m mi—vm 
I ] REJECTION: [ ]SnU*r[ JBuy«rrc^^iheforBQOin0^^ 
(Signature) (Date) (Time) (S^ f>atur&) (Date) (Time) 
THE FOW/WfKJVEDB*TIC UTAH M ^ E ^ 
EFFECTS lUXWST^JOT^ ITBEMJit»A*««UPBnaEDBSAU.pa^^ 
TIM000012 
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ADOEMPUrtWO-i 
TO 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
THIS fe AN [ ] ADDENDUM t J COUNTEROFFER to thai REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT (the *REPC1 with 
an Qtt$tftQii#vticB Daleof September 3 0 , 3003 , Inducing All prior addenda and caurnaroffers, between 
J3lft3a& Jumper E or Angignfle as Buyer. andGumgy Family as Seller, 
tt^^n^^&?xt^e£^k^Q^dtiimt2 N. 315ft y. , t*M.r ntah B4043 , .. The 
folowing terms am hereby Incorporated as partoftheREPC: 
to'the projected completion, date of thalr new homee. In the event either or both 
homes do not sale by the second and laBt closing, the Buyer will purchase the bomae 
at the appraised value. In order to aBsrure: adequate & ^ "^ conrpensation tor the tvo 
homes, thsre will be an APR of 3% from the time of tfoe first closing until purchase 
pricef should the Buyer in fact, purchase either one or both of the homes., Th& 
Seller of each of the homes shall have the option of having monies paid out to 
escrow, am hhC, a. trust fundr or any other organ which would benefit him the most. 
Removal of the money will be at the Seller's, convenience, 
19. All gre&nbelt fees will be divided evenly between Buyer & Seller > 
30, Both the state fc city are vague as to the conversion of the "wells to shares, 
Thereforei the Sellers1 will have the option of using any portion? ^bf rJhe veils or Jiot 
to uae the water within the wells at all to meet the demands of -water for annexation» 
21, While it is understood the Seller has agreed to provide ample water for the 
•development, each of the Owners1 own varying amounts of vater, at least two who do 
not own enough to provide for their land sale. Therefore, the price of the land will 
be adjusted according to the amount of water dedicated to the sale, 
22. This addendum will extend the contract through November 28
 r 2003. 
BUYER AND SELLS AGREE THAT THE CONTRACT DEADLiNES REFERENCED IN SECTION 24 OF THE REPC 
(CHECK APPLICABLE BOX): \ IREMAW UNCHANGED r I ARE CHANGED AS FOLLOWS; 
To the extent the terms of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict vrfth any previsions of the REPC, including all prior addenda 
and counteroffers, fresa terms shell control. ATI other ternis of the REPC, fnoludina afi prior addenda end counteroffers, 
notmodifiodtythls ADDENDUM shall remain the same. I ] £ < * * • [ I Buyer ebal) haue unWJ5r00_f J AM W PM 
u^rrtfllnTimftnn November 2 8 , 2033 fD^ltoareartthetenngoflhteADD^ 
yiaorecri^^on^oflheREFQ* UnJe^soaj»^^ k f r&off^ 
S^lBr^TOkjrp v {Date} 
CHECK ONE: 
j ra ACCS^ANCE: { ] Seller Jft[Buyer hereby accepts the terms of this ADDENDUM. 
n COUNTEROFFER: t l^oMerl J Buyerpresente as a counteroffer the terms of attached ADDENDUM NO. * 
^ ^ (Senator*) < D * 3 (m&T 
I ] REJECTION: [ 1 Scalar I J guyer rejects the foregoing ADDB1DUM. 
(Signature) (Date) (Time) (Signature) (Date) (Time) 
THIS FOB!! APPROVED BY WE UTAH REAL EaTATECOMMIBSKW AND THE OWCE OF THE UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
ELECTIVEAUGUSTB,SMQ1. fTREPUU^AHDSUPEBSEDESALLPHEYKHJSLYAPPR0VE0VB*8K»BOFTHtSFOB«l, 
TIM000013 
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TabH 
EALTOR® ADDENDUM NO. J £ _ 
TO 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT P*g* 1 rf. I 
THISISANI J ADDENDUM t 3 COUNT6R0PFER to that REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTKACT (the R^EPCT) wilh 
an OffierReferenoe Date of 1^A-62> • - . . Including al prtor" addenda find counteroffers, between 
m^fngihfePmpferfy looted at y*f t t^ K ^ f H . ^ t e A ^ l ^ ' U ^ T , n | ^ 
followlno terms are hereby incorporated as part of the REPC: 
as Seller, 
, The 
ft....- „.4 Sy-llr- >"J- " r " 1 t a W^"* '">Ul fo'l'"' "" 3 
FgK\^Qtfg:. 
To the extent the terma of this ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any provisions of the REPC, including all prioraddenda 
and counteroffers, thesB terms shall control. AH cither terms of the REPC, including all prfor addenda and counteroffers, 
notinDdllWlvthfe'ADDB^ 1 Buyer shall have until , _ [ ]AM{X]PM 
Mountain Time on i)/imd W&M (Date), to acqeptthe terms of this ADDENDUM in accordance with the 
provisions Of Section Z3 of th^REPC. Unles&so accepted, the offer as set fojih in this ADDENDUM shall Japse. y 
[Xjfyiyer IpS^Slgnflffife (Date) (Time) l)jL\ BuyeF f ' ] SetleFSignature (Date) {Time)'' & 
ACCEPTANQE/GOUKTEROFFER/REJECnON 
CHECK ONE 
y t ACCEPTANCE: [^ Seller [ ] Buyer hereby accepts the terms of this ADDENDUM. 
I ] CQUNTe^ OFFER: I JSellerl ] B i t y e r p t t ^ n t e a s ^ u n t ^ ! ^ 
(Signature) ~ ~ (Date) (Time) " (Signature) (Date) (Time)~~ 
THIS FORM APPROVED &Y THE UTAH REAL ESTATE ODNWflSaiON AND THE OFFICE OF THE UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
EFFECTIVE AUGUST 17,12BB. IT REPLACES AND SUPERSEDES ALL PREVIOUSLY A P P R O V E VERSIONS OF THIS FORM. 
i l l l l i i l ftmW 
_ TIM 000015 
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Tab I 
FRDM 5 PROFESSIONAL TAX SERL 
mitt Vi * 4*W* W «-» 1 #i-^ «-« I »-
JB LMT.- PHONE HO. : 80i 766 9330 Sep* 23 2004 10:190N ° 2 
ADDENDUM HO. a 
TO 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
.Wtfii <rf L 
TWSfljhAMMADMNDOH t ICQUNTSTOFPeRto«wtREALESTATEPlIftC^A$ECWfTBACT(W»^T?EF^v^ 
an OflfirRifmnoe Bar* of .Ptq^pibafc. 1» at61 , Inoludlrg Art prior addandi*«( oouffl-mitf**, bstoaen 
p.til YDuttcr Due, Jt/flg-iursicmg ,..«Buy0rtarri<toatevywilv , — _ _ ** SiBw, 
rg^nf f tJ t t f t r tp^ flcpfc, Lohl , Tte 
fonowlnoi twn* *ro hereby fowparated aa part d Uni REPG: 
l , pqg to dc3,*y» with wtay *h*ar« agmtfttot A**mft* Buyer ft B d l i r f f l w tc ext&nd i:fae 
fcloginq (fate to iftma IS, 3 065* *"" 
2. Both partial v i l l give fu l l cooparatioa._ whiles working with the c i ty fr itgfca 
ancltl*^ through tft* . imfcitlctiwttiz frfrpcttpg ft vafcer share: a^fti^nmemtg. ~* 
3, Since the JBuyfer h&B no contra! pvtr the ya^a^ Iff^^bEtwafrn iatnily tiwharey. t t 
jg dU-gjgult, It net ImpWfrUat go revg..tha land tarmtrfl until that^ i»*tt*e~d#« 
repolv&d, ic i* agyacd, flbfctil^ aueb VJUCS1 gagolutifra itrsuti^ oonti3iac,,_7^DTdfe}iiy.pTtQgy<ig& 
tlirough th» City, for each day of dalaYr i t v i l l oat the closing ,fr»ck for *Tjtaiy, 
I l iY IR AMD SELLER AGflEETHAT THE OOKTRACT DEADLINES REFBRENCED IN SECTION 24 C ^ THE REPC 
(pHEOX APFL10ABLE BflX): I J BKilAM UNCHANGED [ J ARS DMAW5B3 AS KrtJLOW8.\. 
ToLlha «dent foe l*mns of ihl* ADDENDUM modify Of torrfM vrfth any provisions of the REPC, fndudlnfl > ill *tor Wtftfda 
«nd «unterrtleWf ihfta&term* ehill oonfrnL AH ethartvmi cf tfc* REPC* indwfinj all prior addanck tr d Kxjnterttffert, 
.notmad^tdbythlBADDENDUM^^llrmalnthAiwme, |X]fi«tidrr ]Buyerehfilltaviuntil.JlfiCLf JAMIxjPU 
Mountain "Hm* AD Daowritocr 1 3 , 2004 /fttfel to *odept th» lemt* of this ADDENDUM In «ea «: tnc* ttftft the 
r_S*ctlQTL£Sjrf ihc REPO, Un lw to adapted, the pffr fifl wtorft In this ADDENDUM shall I* «e, 
iOKONE: 
ACOEPTAWftEi 
(Tlma) [ ] Buyer { ] StRtr BiflMrfur* {Da to) fTimaj 
!tp { J Btiy»r httreby accepts the term* ci thft ADDENDUM, 
(plgrmr*) 
JBRi [ J W f c r M 
{DAffl) •(Tima) 
lecfADCCNDIAijNO.. 
5 ^ • 
{ J R&teCTKWi ! J6A«er| JBixy^rtJateihtttoigolTiQADDENDUM, 
^r^^T^ '' ""{WD)' (Tiw) (Sipnmufe) To5s)" fTlmoJ 
flfiAL jaSTJtTt 00iiMtt4»N AKDtHI WWJCCFTHeUTAHATTOfWfi.V'Cfi?lWAJ-l 
AWQAO^tetiatt iMX PKttWOUSLY WflOVBD VEBStfWfl OfTM B fl M M . 
£T*cJ S92B-S£8-Se^ O i l RTTWBj Rq^ouiTi TIM000016 WdiE=2I 9002 SI unr 
SELLER'S PROPERTY CONDmON DISCLOSURE 
(LAND) 
[IJSTJNGAGEHTComplete TttisSMttohQmjn 
SELLER NAME G u m e y Family Jthft "SELLER") 
PROPERTY ADDRESS / T a x 1 A tf 9 0 0 0 M 815Q WLfthi ID# 12:034:0n35/38/32rt3ff iq/4qth6 "PROPEHTVT 
USTOJG BROKERAGE AH Pro Rftalty . (th* "COMPANY") 
NOTICE TO SELLER, Each seller le obligated under law to discloses to the Buyar all fasts known to Seller that material^ or aoVeraety 
affect the value of the Property and am not readily observable, This disclosure statement fe designed to assist the Baiter In comprying 
with these disclosure requlremente and to asetet ft© buyer in evaluating the Property. The Company, and altar real estate brokerages 
and agonic wW Also rely upon the Information contained In thl* cf sdofiufe statement 
NOTICE TO BUYS5!. TWs h a dbciowjm of the Sellers knowledge of the condWon of the Property as of the date stoned by the SotJor 
and Is not a substitute for any Inspectione or warranties that the buyer may wfeb to obUdo. THIS B NOT A WARRANTY OF ANY KIND 
BY THE SELLER. 
COMPANY REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING THE PROPERTY. Tno Company and Its agents am trained In the marketing of real 
estate. NeStier the Company nor Is agents ana trained or fcensed to provide \he Buyar with professional aoVfce regarding the physical 
condition of any property or regarding legal or tax matters, Accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its agents will make any 
representatioris or warranties regarding tha physical or legal condition of the Property, Including, but not limited to, iha square fbotags, 
acreage, ortbe location of property lines. THE COMPANY AMD ITS AGENTS STRONGLY RECOUMEND THAT IN CONJUCTION 
WTTH ANY OFFER TO AOUIRE THE PROPERTY SERWEB OF U-GAL ANLVOR TAX ADVISORS, PROPERTY INSPECTORS, 
SURVEYORS, AND OTHER PROFESSIONALS TO SATISFY THE SHYER AB TO ANY AND ALL ASPECTS OF THE PHYSICAL 
AND LEGAL CONDITION OFTHE PROPERTY. 
unTLmrsERvicE 
k Does natural gas service the 
[Property? 
Ye* No Unknown @LAHP(CONT.) 
K 
b. Location of nearestgas Ilna.
 m 
c. Does public sewer service the 
Property? ? 
d. Location of nearest sewer 8ne,_ 
je. Is the Property approved for 
;epfic tank use? 
t Is there electrical service to the 
Property? 
3 t 
g. Location of nearest electrical line. _ 
h. is there telephone eervloe to the 
Property? 3" 
L Location of nearest telephone sen/Ice line. 
iJ. is tha Property assessed as 
Gnsortxilt? 
© Have you received any notices 
by any governmental or quael-
govemmental agency adversary 
affecting the Property? 
£ 
£ 
©LAND (SOILS, DRAINAGE AND BOUNDARIES) 
Yea uo Unknown 
©Are them wetlands on the 
Property? 
@ Is tha Property located In a flood 
aone? 
© D o you know of any present or 
past drainage or flood problems 
affecfirtg the Property? 
J® Do you know of any encroach-
ments or boundary Ine disputes or 
easements affecting the Property? 
©HUttARDOUSbOMPTnONS 
Yi« 
c^ 
* 
Unknown 
it 
yC 
Are there any existing hazardous condMona en the Property, suoh| 
as methane gas, radio-active material, landfill, mlneshaft, icortc 
materials? 
I JYe^pioIIUnknowfn 
Have younad any environmental testing performed on the 
rVopeny?[]Ye$ajfto 
4. OTHER HATTERS 
a. Is theie any existing or threatened legal acttoR affecting the 
Property? [ ] Y e s ^ W o ^ ] Unknown 
b. Do you know of any violation of focal, state or federal laws or 
regulationoatating to the Property? 
|[ jYefrj&Nb 
® HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATIONS 
© I s there any fill or expansive soil 
on tha Property? 
©Do you know of any eliding, 
settling or earth movement on the 
Property? 
g? Buyers Initiate^ 
© Is the Property part of a homeowners association? 
[ ] Yes [ I No [ ] Unknown If the answer to this question Is 
"ND", disregard the remainder of this section. 
© D o e s the homeowners association levy Rfice&fcment&for 
maintenance of common areas and/or other common expanses? 
[]Yeft[ INo[]Unknown 
.Dsts . UAR Form 10A #93 Rev. oVse 
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® HOMEOWNERS ASSCK^TK>NS (CONT.) 
© For any questions raoaudlnfl the homeown&reL association, 
contact (if known) 
Name: .. . . 
Address: 
Phone: f S 
Seller authorizes the release of Information to Buyer rogartflng 
the condition of the Property and current and future assessments, 
I ® Is them & Master Association for the Property? If yes, provide name and cantaflt person for association on an addendum. 
6. WATER RIGHTS Va* Mo Unknown Water flight tf 
Wett, Spring, Wafer Company or 
Other Water Source 
a. Are there my culinary water rights with 
the Property? Btt
aiJlna ix it a oi in ry water source in place for 
the Property? _ ^ ^ 
U 
c, Uxsalion of nearest culinary water line.
 m 
d. Are thene any irrigator) water riflkfcs with 
the Property? 
a. Is there an Imgatfon water source and 
attribution fadlhy in piaoo for the Property 
such a£ canals, dtehes or pressurized 
system? 
- ^ 
V^ 
f. Are there separate chares in a water 
company with the Property? 
If yec, * of Shares V 
Nama of Mutual Company 
XF 7WE > ^ I V E » JS-^ESW T D J W V O F 7 1 ^ OilEHJKJnB 
AN EXPLANATION AN AnAOiEDADDBMXJil _ _ _ 
Is there anything else whlchyou should disclose to Buj 
Propgrty:^p, fg J5"fo^ lj 
ist3 
jysr because ]t may materially or^ aduwseJv affect the value ordeslrabll&y of the 
/Wsny £ / n / 
/^M. dftfr//y. 
SELLER REPRESENTS THAT, TO THE BEST OF SELLER'S KNOWLEDGE, THE INFORMATION SET FORTH W THE 
FOREGOING DISCLOSURE STATEMENT IB ACCURATE AND COMPLETE THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT |S NOT A 
WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE OF ANY KIND BY SELLER. SELLER HEREBY AUTHORIZES THE COMPANY TO PROVIDE THIS 
INFORMATION TO PROSPECTIVE BUYERS AND TO REAL ESTATE BROKERS AND AGBTDS. SELLER UNDERSTANDS AMD 
AGREES THAT SELLER WILL NOTIFY THE CCfcffWIY IN WRITING JMMEDIATELY1F ANY INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THIS 
PNT BECOMES JWACGURATEOR IHfiOBTtfCT IN ANYWAY^ 
Date; T A 2 S 7 V^> SulfaT c ^ » T patei 
„ „
 r ~ ,^JENTA710N& ^GAft f tWO ACticAo£ OF THE PA&EMY ARE APPROXIMATIONS ONLY. BUYER SB 
RESPOI^mU^ TO VEmT THE ACCURACY OF S/m AP^ 
MAY HOT CORRESPOND WfThACTUAL BOUNDARIESOFTHEPROPERTY. 
RECBPTAWACKWOWLEOGBgNTOFBUyER 
BUYER HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT. BUYER FUKTHS* 
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT BUYER HAS BEEN ADVISED BY THE COMPANY TO SEEK COMPETENT PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 
mOU PROPERTY INSPECTORS AND OTHER PROFESSIONALS IN ORDER TO EVALUATE THE CONDTnON OF THE 
PROPERTY AND THE DISCLOSURES CONTAINED HERON. BUYER FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT NEITHER THE 
COMPANY, NOR ANY OF ITS AGENTS, WILL HAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES REGARDING THE 
CONDTRON OF THE PROPERTY OR REGARDWG THE ACX^ JW 
THE PROPERTY COMTAHED HEBEW, 
Buyer; 
Page 2 of 2 
Date: Buyan,. .Date: 
UAR Form 10A2B8 Rav. 5/BB 
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; l S - r ORIGINAL 
Mark A. Larsen (3727) », «j\_ \ 1 P * " ~S-
P. Matthew Muir (9560) im 
LARSEN CHRISTENSEN &RICO, PLLC 
50 West Broadway, Suite 100 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801)364-6500 
Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
COUNTY OF UTAH, STATE OF UTAH 
LLOYD B. GURNEY, BETTY GURNEY, 
PAUL GURNEY, DONNA S. GURNEY, 
LEE A. JEPPSON, LaRAE G. 
JEPPSON and LaREE SMITH, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
RANDY G. YOUNG, BLAKE JUMPER, 
STONE RIVER DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
RCP LAND INVESTMENT, LLC, and 
R.G. YOUNG, INC., 
Defendants. 
RANDY G. YOUNG, STONE RIVER 
DEVELOPMENT, INC., and R.G. 
YOUNG, INC., 
Counterclaim Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
LLOYD B. GURNEY, BETTY GURNEY, 
PAUL GURNEY, DONNA S. GURNEY, 
LEE A. JEPPSON, LaRAE G. 
JEPPSON and LaREE SMITH 
AFFIDAVIT OF RANDY G. YOUNG IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Case No. 060400548 
Division 7 
Judge Steven L. Hansen 
Counterclaim Defendants. 
Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs submit the following Affidavit of Randy G. 
Young in Support of Their Opposition to Motion for Partial Summary Judgment: 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
)ss: 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Randy G. Young, having been duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in this Affidavit. 
2. I am the President of R.G. Young, Inc., and I am authorized to act on its 
behalf. 
3. I am the President of Stone River Development, Inc., and I am authorized to 
act on its behalf. 
4. I am a member and registered agent of RCP Land Investments, LLC, and I 
am authorized to act on its behalf. 
5. I have been involved in the residential real property development business 
for twelve years and I have developed residential real property for the last five years. 
Consequently, I have significant background and experience in developing residential real 
property and in securing the necessary governmental approvals for such development. 
6. The Gurneys, as Sellers, and R.G. Young, Inc. and/or Assigns, as Buyers, 
executed both the REPC and Addendum No. 1 on December 1, 2003. The REPC and 
Addendum No. 1 provided for the purchase of certain real property owned by the Plaintiffs 
(the "Gurney Property") by R.G. Young, Inc. and/or Assigns. 
-2-
7. Stone River Development, Inc., is an assignee of R.G. Young, Inc.'s rights 
and obligations in the REPC and Addenda. 
8. RCP Land Investments, LLC, is an assignee of R.G. Young, Inc.'s rights and 
obligations in the REPC and Addenda. 
9. Randy G. Young, Stone River Development, Inc., and RCP Land 
Investments, LLC, will hereafter be collectively referred to as the 'Young Entities". 
10. Stone River Development, Inc. appears in certain documents related to the 
REPC, the Gurneys and Gurney Estates as "Stone River Development, LLC". Stone River 
Development, Inc. is the real party in interest in all such documents and the misuse of 
"LLC" instead of "Inc." is the result of inadvertent scrivener's errors. 
11. On Page 7 of Addendum No. 1 to the REPC "Blake Jumper & or Assigns" 
appears instead of "R.G. Young Inc. & or Assigns" as Buyer. The use of Blake Jumper's 
name on Page 7 of Addendum No. 1 is the result of an inadvertent scrivener's error, and 
the real parties in interest for Buyer in Addendum No. 1 are R.G. Young, Inc. and/or 
Assigns. In fact, Addendum No. 1 to the REPC was executed by R.G. Young, Inc. and/or 
Assigns. 
12. R.G. Young, Inc. and/or Assigns intended the REPC and Addendum No. 1 
to be a valid and binding offer and contract with the Gurneys as of December 1, 2003. 
13. The Young Entities waived any provision in the REPC or Addendum that 
would have served to invalidate those documents prior to their execution on December 1, 
2003. 
-3- 2^o 
14. In fact, in reliance upon the Gurneys' approval and execution of the REPC 
and Addendum No. 1, the Young Entities undertook certain actions and incurred certain 
expenses, including but not limited tot he following: The Young entities moved forward with 
applying for an obtaining entitlement, zoning and annexation approval for the Gurney 
Property to be developed in Lehi City; The Young entities expended time and resources 
in applying for such approvals; and the Young Entities expended time and resources in 
planning and designing the proposed Gurney Estates Subdivision by commissioning 
engineering work and soil testing. 
15. At no time prior to the filing of this lawsuit did the Gurneys indicate that they 
believed the REPC and Addenda were not binding. 
16. In fact, as recently as January 5, 2006, the Gurneys represented, through 
counsel Rodney W. Rivers, that the REPC was a binding agreement between the parties. 
See Letter, Exhibit 1. 
17. In reliance upon the Gurneys' commitment to the REPC and Addendum No. 
1, the Young Entities deposited with Integrated Title Services the earnest money payment 
of $10,000.00 required by the REPC. 
18. The Gurneys never repudiated the payment of the $10,000.00 or returned 
the $10,000.00 to the Young Entities as they would be obligated to do had no REPC ever 
been entered into. 
-4- 2„5 
19. In approximately June of 2004, Lehi City informed the Young Entities that the 
proposed Gurney Estates Subdivision would not be approved at a density of 2.5 units per 
acre, as anticipated an incorporated into the REPC. 
20. On behalf of the Young Entities, I met with the Gurneys and the parties1 real 
estate agent, Paul Timothy, in June of 2004 to discuss Lehi City's actions. At that meeting, 
I proposed an adjustment to the purchase price for the Gurney Property due to Lehi City's 
actions. 
21. The Gurneys would not agree to an alteration of the purchase price for the 
Gurney Property. However, in consideration of preserving the REPC, they did agree to 
allow an extension of the REPC. 
22. Accordingly, in June of 2004, the Gurneys and the Young Entities entered 
into the second Addendum to the REPC, which was styled "Addendum No. Ill" which 
extended the REPC through February 1, 2005. 
23. Neither the Gurneys, nor the terms of Addendum No. Ill, conditioned the 
extension of the REPC on an additional payment of $10,000.00. 
24. In reliance upon the execution and approval of Addendum No. Ill by the 
Gurneys, and the extension of the REPC by that Addendum, the Young Entities did not 
make the additional $10,000.00 deposit that had been required by Addendum No. 1 for an 
extension of the REPC. 
25. Further, in reliance upon the execution and approval of Addendum No. Ill by 
the Gurneys, and the extension of the REPC by that Addendum, the Young Entities 
-5- 224 
continued to expend time and resources to secure entitlement, zoning and annexation 
approval forthe proposed Gurney Estates Subdivision. The Young Entities also facilitated 
meetings between Gurneys and water engineers to help with the formulation of an 
Application for Permanent Change of Water to be filed with the State of Utah. 
26. Further, in reliance upon the execution and approval of Addendum No. Ill by 
the Gurneys, and the extension of the REPC by that Addendum, the Young Entities did not 
elect to close on the purchase of the Gurney Property prior to the original expiration date 
of the REPC and Addendum No. 1. 
27. Priorto the filing of this lawsuit, the Gurneys never demanded payment of the 
second $10,000.00 amount or indicate that Addendum No. Ill did not serve to waive the 
requirement of a second $10,000.00 payment in consideration of an extension of the 
REPC. 
28. Further, the Gurneys continued to work with the Young Entities in securing 
the approval of Lehi City forthe Gurney Estates Subdivision, including but not limited to by 
cooperating with the Young Entities in seeking entitlement, annexation and zoning approval 
forthe Gurney Estates Subdivision. 
29. In late 2004 it appeared to the Young Entities that securing the approval of 
Lehi City forthe Gurney Estates Subdivision would require a significant additional amount 
of time. Specifically, the transfer of the necessary water rights to Lehi City was required 
and such transfer was being delayed by internal Gurney Family disputes as to water rights. 
-6- 2 
30. Accordingly, in December of 2004, the Young Entities proposed a third 
Addendum to the REPC which was styled as "Addendum No. 3". 
31. Addendum No. 3 was designed to facilitate the resolution of the water rights 
issues and extend the REPC until such issues were resolved. 
32. Addendum No. 3 was executed by the Young Entities in December of 2004 
and by all of the Gurneys. 
33. The Young Entities ratified Addendum No. 3 and waived any requirement that 
the offer contained therein be accepted by December 13, 2004. 
34. In reliance upon the execution and approval of Addendum No. 3 by the 
Gurneys, the Young Entities undertook the following actions: The Young Entities continued 
to expend time and resources in seeking entitlement, annexation and zoning approval for 
the Gurney Estates Subdivision; The Young Entities worked with the Gurneys to complete 
and submit an Annexation Request to Lehi City; the Young Entities entered into a Water 
Transfer Agreement with the Gurneys and Lehi Metropolitan Water District; and the Young 
Entities, elected to not close upon the Gurney Property prior to the expiration deadline set 
forth in Addendum No. III. 
35. Prior to the filing of this lawsuit, the Gurneys never indicated to the Young 
Entities that they did not consider Addendum No. 3 to be binding. 
36. Further, the Gurneys continued to cooperate with and assist the Young 
Entities in securing the approval of the Gurney Estates Subdivision, including but not 
-7- 1 T L 1 
limited to by cooperating with the Young Entitites in the completion and submission of an 
Annexation Agreement to Lehi City and by entering into the Water Transfer Agreement. 
37. While the Gurneys never indicated that the REPC and Addenda were invalid, 
they accepted the benefits derived through the REPC and Addenda. Specifically: 
a. The Gurneys received assistance from the Young Entities and its engineers 
in resolving water rights issues, including in the completion of an Application 
for Permanent Water Change submitted to the State of Utah which will allow 
certain well water rights owned by the Gurneys to be used in connection with 
the development of the Gurney Estates Subdivision; 
b. On or about February 14, 2005, the Gurneys and Lehi City Corporation 
entered into an Annexation Agreement; 
c. On February 23, 2005, the Gurneys, the Young Entities and Lehi 
Metropolitan Water District entered into the Water Transfer Agreement; 
d. Lehi City granted zoning approval for the Gurney Estate Subdivision for 1/2 
acre residential lots; 
e. On or about April 28, 2005, Lehi City granted preliminary approval to the 
Gurney Estates Subdivision. See Acknowledgment of Preliminary Approval, 
Exhibit 2. 
-8-
38. Each of the foregoing entitlement agreements and approvals from Lehi City 
benefit and enhance the value of the Gurney Property. 
39. Each of the foregoing entitlement agreements and approvals for the Gurney 
Property were made possible by the efforts expended by the Young Entities in reliance 
upon the REPC and Addenda. 
40. The Young Entities cannot obtain final plat approval for Gurney Estates until 
the Gurneys comply with their obligations to transfer the necessary water rights under the 
REPC and the Water Transfer Agreement. 
41 . In reliance upon Addendum No. 3, the Young Entities have elected to extend 
the REPC pending the resolution of the water transfer issues. 
42. Prior to the filing of this lawsuit, the Gurneys never have indicated to the 
Young Entities that the REPC was not under extension pursuant to Addendum No. 3. 
Furthermore, they have accepted the benefits of the joint effort of the Young Entities and 
the Gurneys to obtain approval for the Gurney Estates Subdivision. 
Dated: June 2 ^ 2 0 0 6 . 
Randy G. Ybung / V 
Subscribed to and sworn before me on this t h e ^ - day of June, 2006. 
, « • r« ^  NOTARY PUBLIC 
/&ZZ*§\ ARTB/I1S D. VAMIANAKIS 
fc/j£&k\V\ 50 W. Broadway, Sle. 100 
SditLakeCrty UT 84101 
My Commission Expires 
07/27/2008 
STATE OF UTAH 
Notary Pubtic 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on July jM-, 2006, a true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit was 
served upon the following parties of record via U.S. mail: 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Lisa M. McGarry 
Hobbs & Olson, L.C. 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
^S%*^i£ 
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Jeffs & Jeffs 
A Professional Corporation 
Attorneys at Law 
M. OAYLC Jcrps 
PAVIO 0- JBfTS SO NORTH 100 EAST 
RQB6RT L. J WPG P. O.BOK888 
WILLIAM M. JtFPS ^°^ U T A H 8 4 8 0 3 
RODNEY W, RivCftS 
JONNH. ROMANY 
Januarys, 2006 
Blake Pamsh 
WRONA&PARRISH 
1816 Prospector Avenue, Suite 100 
Park City, Utah 84060 
Re; RG Young, Inc., Stone River Development, LLC and Blake Jumper 
DearMr*Parrish, 
I am in receipt of letters from you to my clients Paul Gumey and Lloyd Gwney < lated 
both August 23,2005 and December 28,2005. 3h your letter you have inquired ec icon ing my 
clients' willingness to close on the property which is subject to a Real Estate Purcfc asc (Joatract 
between them and RG Young. My clients have expressed a willingness to move fc rwar i Wth a 
closing on the property, but retain some reservations as to your clients* prior appro ich t > this 
particular matter and the position which it is currently taking on substantive issues. 
More specifically, my client strenuously disagreed with the representations of de fault set 
forth in your letter of August 23* 2005, The indications that my clients have cause* 1 the deday in 
the closing on this matter is without basis. I would refer yarn to the Real Estate Ptu chas 5 
Contract which imposes no obligation on my client to deliver water prior to the actual c xwung in 
tbis matter. Certainly, if water is required for the delivery to Lehi City prior to cloi ing. your 
client can make its own arrangements to meet the city's requirements. My clients liave no 
obligation to provide land or water until such time as closing takes place in this ms tter. My 
clients1 prior efforts to assist RG Young, Inc. by providing water prior to the actua* clos iag was 
done as an accommodation and a demonstration of good faith, not as a result of any legi il 
obligation. Consequently, we believe the assertions previously taken by RG Youn;;, Inc • that my 
clients arc in default of the terma of flic Real Estate Purchase Contract are un&und&d. 
I have also reviewed materials from Randy Young which reflect an unwillingne? s to meet 
the terms and conditions of the Rjeal E$ute Purchase Contract. More specifically, :n pri ar 
communication Mr. Young appears to indicate that he is unwilling to meet the tern is of 
paragraph 3 and 18 of Addendum 1 to the Real Estate Purchase Contract, Both of the n sferenced 
paragraphs are material to the underlying transaction and were inducements for m> cliej its' 
TELt»ONe(8M)373-8€40 
feci !M|ic<fi:m 373-8878 
BJ/ia/zoob i±:<+z 
JAN-16-2006 HON 01:37 PH Hro«a & Parriah, PC FAX NO, 43584S. P. 03 
willingness to sign the Real Estate Purchase Contract 1 would therefore request w luran ses from 
you that your clients arc willing to perform under the cited paragraphs so that we a n clc se the 
deal in a timely fashion. Failure to provide such assurances will be considered an s otici] >aiory 
repudiation by my clients and may lead to the termination of the Real Estate Purch* se C >ntract. 
Finally, I have received a copy of the Notice of Interest which Stone River 1 >eve! opznent, 
LLC has filed against my clients' property. I am unaware of any interest which Sto oe R ver 
Development may have relating to my clients' ground. Even in the event that Ston ? Ri\ er 
Development is an assignee under the RJEPC, such a position would not entitle ther i to 1 He such 
a cloud on die title to my clients* property. The existence of a Real Estate Purchas< j Coi .tract 
provides at most an equitable interest in property, not a legal one. Moreover, I hav a fou id no 
language in the Real Estate Purchase Contract or its addenda which would authors e citiicr RO 
Young, Inc* or Stone River Development, LLC to place any sort of incumbrance or. the ground to 
which my clients' maintain title. I therefore have no alternative but to consider yot tt eli« ass1 
Notice of Claim of Interest filed with the Utah County Recorder's Office on Augus 131,2005 as 
Enliy # 96864:2005 as a wroagfiil lien under Utah Code Annotated Section 38-9-1 et se:. 
This letter shall also constitute a demand that the Notice of Claim of Interns be 
immediately removed. If (he Notice of Cteksk of Interest «<aGtfemovcdwJkhin^flity<20)«deys 
of your receipt of this letter, my client reserves the right to proceed under Utah Co< Ic Ai notated 
Section 38-9-4, as well as related provisions, to have the Notice of Interest remove 3 anc recover 
the statutory or actual damages which they may have incurred as & result of the do id b* ing 
placed upon their title. 
1 would appreciate you getting back to me as to how your clients intend to ] irocc 5d with 
this matter. I certainly hope that the parties can work towards a successful closing in th s matter. 
If you have any questions or concerns, I would be happy to discuss them w. th yc u. 
RWR/al 
cc: Paul Gumey and Lloyd Gurncy 
TabL 
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LEHI 
ACKNOWLEDEGEMENT OF PRELIMINARY APPROVAL 
Preliminary Subdivision Plat/Site Plan Approval Has Been Granted to 
\3umvA /j$Utih 
(Project Nam&) 
Subject to ^following: 
DRC Redline and General Comments From Meeting Dated:_ 
Planning Commission Recommendations From Meeting Dated:. 
City Council Requirements From Meeting Dated:_ 4/1 a/^5 
Applicant Acknowledgement 
The Applicant hereby acknowledges that the above stated project has received 
preliminary approval based on this submitted set of preliminary plans daied: )>\?>\pE> 
and that the approval is subject to all comments and conditions from :he leview 
and approval bodies of Leh.i City noted above. The applicant further ackiow .edges 
that approval of a preliminary plat shall be effective for a period of one (1) year 
from the date the preliminary plat is approved by the City Council, at the >ind of 
which time the applicant must have submitted a final subdivision plat fcr ap Droval 
for the entire preliminary plat, or portion thereof. 
tur^O^HA [n\(. Signatur^ CH^ Pj^niV/i^ ,Title Vr^^AsurA Date Z r 2 ^ - 2 Q O ^ " 
TabM 
ici^in p Mark A. Larsen (3727) P. Matthew Muir (9560) 
LARSEN CHRISTENSEN &RIC0, PLLC 
50 West Broadway, Suite 100 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801)364-6500 
Attorneys for Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs 
ORIGINAL 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
COUNTY OF UTAH, STATE OF UTAH 
LLOYD B. GURNEY, BETTY GURNEY, 
PAUL GURNEY, DONNA S. GURNEY, 
LEE A. JEPPSON, LaRAE G. 
JEPPSON and LaREE SMITH, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
RANDY G. YOUNG, BLAKE JUMPER, 
STONE RIVER DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
RCP LAND INVESTMENT, LLC, and 
R.G. YOUNG, INC., 
Defendants. 
RANDY G. YOUNG, STONE RIVER 
DEVELOPMENT, INC., and R.G. 
YOUNG, INC., 
Counterclaim Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
LLOYD B. GURNEY, BETTY GURNEY, 
PAUL GURNEY, DONNA S. GURNEY, 
LEE A. JEPPSON, LaRAE G. 
JEPPSON and LaREE SMITH 
Counterclaim Defendants. 
AFFIDAVIT OF LORIN POWELL 
Case No. 060400548 
Division 7 
Judge Steven L. Hansen 
241 
Defendants and Counterclaim Plaintiffs submit the following Affidavit of Lorin Powell: 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
)ss: 
COUNTY OF UTAH ) 
Lorin Power, having been duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
1. I am the Lehi City Engineer and I have personal knowledge of the facts set 
forth in this Affidavit. 
2. Lehi City requires 140.4 acre feet of water dedication for annexation of the 
38.477 acres of real property identified as the Gurney-Jeppson-Smith Annexation located 
at about 300 North and 1700 West. Such real property comprises the proposed Gurney 
Estates Subdivision. 
3. Lehi Metropolitan Water District, Paul Gurney, Donna Gurney, Larae Lee 
Jeppson, Laree Smith, Lloyd Gurney, Betty Gurney and Stone River Development entered 
into a Water Transfer Agreement specifying the manner in which Lehi City's water 
requirements for the Gurney Estates Subdivision would be satisfied. A true and correct 
copy of that Water Transfer Agreement is attached. 
4. On July 27, 2005, I sent a letter to Randy Young and Stone River 
Development indicating that the Water Rights Agreement had not yet been fully complied 
with and that all of the water rights required by Lehi City for the annexation and entitlement 
approval of the Gurney Estates Subdivision had not been transferred to Lehi City. A true 
and correct copy of that letter is attached as Exhibit 2. 
-2- 240 
5. Since that letter was sent, the situation with the water rights required by Lehi 
City for approval of the Gurney Estates Subdivision has not changed. The Water Rights 
Agreement has not yet been fully complied with and all of the necessary 140.4 acre feet 
of water rights have not been transferred to Lehi City. 
6. Specifically the Gurney parties have not transferred to Lehi Metropolitan 
Water District the well water rights required as set forth in the Water Rights Agreement. 
7. As set forth in the letter of July 27, 2005, until the water rights transactions 
are complete, the Gurney Estates Subdivision cannot be scheduled for final action of the 
Lehi City Council. 
Dated: June31 ,2006. 
Lorin Powell 
Lehi City Engineer 
Subscribed to and sworn before me on this the 3A day of June, 2006. 
N0REEN EDWARDS 
N«l1l£3 NORTH 500 WEST § LEHI, UTAH S4043 
COMM. EXPIRES 4-7-2007! 
-3-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on July 14, 2006, a true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit of 
Lorin Powell was served upon the following parties of record via U.S. mail: 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Lisa M. McGarry 
Hobbs & Olson, L.C. 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
-10- 23
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AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN LEHI METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT (MWD), 
PAUL G. & DONNA S. GURNEY (PAUL); LARAE & LEE JEPPSON AND 
LAREE SMITH (SMITH/JEPPSON); LLOYD & BETTY GURNEY (LLOYD) 
AND STONE R I W R DEVELOPMENT L X . C (DEVELOPER) 
WHEREAS, Smith/Jeppson, Paul, Lloyd and Developer are annexing approximately 
38.477 acres of property Lehi City identified as the Gurney - Jeppson - Smith Annexation 
at about 300 North 1700 West; and 
WHEREAS, Lehi City requires 140.4 acre feet of water dedication (54 equivalent Lehi 
Irrigation Company Shares) for this annexation to an R-l-22 zone; and 
WHEREAS, Smith/Jeppson, Paul & Lloyd own 29 shares in Lehi Irrigation Company and 
Paul and Lloyd owns the water rights shown in the attached Change Application (55-1122); 
and 
WHEREAS, Lloyd and Paul have not received approval of the above Water Right 
Change Application; and 
WHEREAS, MWD has Water Rights that can be transferred to Lehi City to satisfy part of 
the aforementioned dedication requirement 
NOW, THEREFORE, the Parties hereto agree as follows: 
1. Smith/Jeppson, Paul & Lloyd will transfer the 29 shares of Lehi Irrigation 
Company stock to Lehi City and Lloyd & Paul will prepare and sign a warranty 
deed transferring said Well water rights to MWD except A34003 and A53615, which 
are small home wells currently in use. The well water right deed must be recorded 
at Utah County and the State Engineer's Office evidencing proper legal title 
transfer to MWD. 
2. . MWD Paul and Lloyd will work cooperatively through the change application 
process to expedite the approval of the change application. Developer will be 
responsible for all costs related to the change application process. 
The decision on the change application shall be considered final when the Utah State 
Engineer has issued Ms decision and all applicable time for judicial review or 
actions have expired in relation the change application. 
3. MWD will provide to Lehi City 65 acre-feet of water lights which when added to the 
aforementioned Lehi Irrigation Shares will complete the annexation water right 
requirement. (25 Lehi Irrigation Company Shares equals 65 acre feet) 
4. To satisfy Lehi City's water requirement of 140.4 acre-feet or 54 Lehi Irrigation 
Company Shares specified in the Gurney/Smith/Jeppson Annexation Agreement 
and according to acreage owned by each party, the following shares of water are 
required by each party: 
YOUNG0036 
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4, 
5. 
JPaul 
Lloyd 
23,723 Total Shares 
J5.7B0B Total 5b»r$8 
7.1S06 Total Share* 
7,1834 Tofctf-Shflras 
rt) mie riiht JJ»yd ffl* rm "»*» Secltol *"*• 
u.* „d »d ««««- . *• «•»— •*» •"•* * e " rf"" ""*' 
sncmiabnttites, eto. 
Llcvd and Paul rttf provtfe •» * » * * * * * *» * s , e r ro 
bean heneSciaUy used during * * past 15 3Wf»- . 
Signed thfc fy»^-- . day of. 
* PwiJpeJBrsaa 
I,ehiMetropolitan Water Dlitttet 
Stan* SiTsr Devftlopment: i^ LC 
rtyO i^mrs / 
Property Cwaert 
Viul G"%Jtoaa* S, Guntcy jf 
Prope l O w e n 
rocerty < 
Property 0"ra.er 
YOUNG0037 
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EXHIBIT "B" 
LEHI CITY 
WATER RIGHT TRANSFER PROCEDURES 
The procedures in this exhibit pertain to all transfers of water rights to Lehi City such as transfers 
related to annexations, zone changes, etc 
1. General Requirements. The water right dedication for an annexation is based on the zoning 
designation assigned at the time of annexation. Should the zone be changed subsequent to annexation, 
an adjustment will be made in order to conform to the water dedication schedule for the new zone. 
Acre-feet will be rounded up if the shares/water rights do not exactly match the required amount. 
Lehi Irrigation Company shares shall be used as the standard in determining the number of shares 
of water stock to be dedicated. Owner warrants good and marketable title to the Stock/Water Rights 
and warrants that Stock/Water Rights will be transferred free of all liens, encumbrances and security 
interests. Owner shaU pay all debts, taxes, charges and assessments against said Stock/Water Rights 
existing as of the date that the Owner transfers Stock/Water Rights to Lehi City. 
2. Irrigation Company Shares. If the irrigation shares can be used directly in the Lehi 
pressurized irrigation system, the shares shall be transferred into the name of Lehi City through 
the Irrigation company and the certificates delivered to Lehi City. If the irrigation company shares 
cannot be used directly in the Lehi pressurized irrigation system, the change application procedure 
in item #4 must be followed. When the change application is final, Owner must transfer the shares 
into the name of Lehi City through the Irrigation company and deliver the certificates to Lehi 
City. 
3. Fee in Lieu of Future Assessments. Shares of stock in mutual irrigation companies are 
subject to payment of an annual fee to cover assessments levied by the irrigation company board 
of directors pursuant to Utah Code Annotated 16-4-4 et seq. If the city incurs pumping costs in 
order to use the irrigation water in the city system, then there shall be an additional assessment. 
In consideration for the City's additional obligation created herein for all future assessments levied 
hy the irrigation company, Owner agrees to make a one time payment to Lehi City equal to the 
most recent assessment levied against the shares being transferred to the City multiplied by 15. 
4. Non-irrigation Company Shares. The Owner must prepare, submit, pay appropriate fees 
and receive approval from State Engineer's Office for a Joint Change of Water for said water right 
to be used from an existing City source for municipal use as approved by the Lehi City Engineer. 
(This will allow quantification and verification of the right by the State Engineer's Office,) The 
decision on the change application shall be considered final when the time for filing a request for 
reconsideration with the Utah State Engineer's office (20 days after issuance of the Utah State 
Engineer's decision) and the time for filing a judicial review action in the district court (30 days 
after the later of the issuance of the Utah State Engineer's decision or a denial of a request for 
reconsideration) has run and no judicial review action has been filed. When the change application 
is final, Owner must: 
a. Prepare warranty deed to transfer title to Lehi City 
b. Record deed at the Utah County Recorder's Office 
c. Transfer title to Lehi City at the State Engineer's Office 
A Deliver recorded deed to Lehi City 
5 
YOUNG0048 
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APPLICATION FOR PERMANENT CHANGE 
OF WATER »*»-/*_ 
STATE OF UTAH 
For the pnjfpose of obtaining permission to maJcfl a pcnnaoent change of water in the State of Utah, applicati yx\ is J loreby made to the State 
Engineer, bajcd npoc the following showing of facts, submitted In accordance witli the requirements of Section 7>3-3 Utah Code 
Annotated 1953, a$ amended. 
CHANGE APPLICATION NUMBER: a Z9H%1 WATER PIGrT NUMBER: 55-1122 
(C2220JRIUY) 
icicl-*-tek*ick^'jFk*ic&J&"^^ A A 1 * * * * * * A A A * * * * A * * A A 'A'*** * A A A * * * * * * * * * * : ; * * * * * A A A A A A * * * * * * * A1 
This Change Applicationpttpusw to change the fOIKT(S) OF DIVERSION, PUCE OF USE. And NATURE OF USE. 
* * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * ' 
1. OWNERSHIP INFORMATION. 
A. NAME: Lehi City Corporation 
ADDRESS: c/o Lorin Powell 
153 North 100 East 
Lehi. UT 84043 
NAME: Lloyd Brent Gurney 
ADDRESS.;-8812 North 9150 West 
lehi UT 84043 
NAME: Paul G. and Donna s. Gurney 
ADDRESSsjfiOOO North 9150 West 
LehP UT 84043 
B. 
C. 
PRIORITY OF CHANGE: 
1,,1 I t I t i i l i i t a i WalMUrili—ill I I I ^ i - -< —» _ I _• 
ArX JK K fi K'Jl SVXTPTC* A A A ' m*C$FA \ HAT 1* 
INTEREST: 1002 
INTEREST: 100X 
FILING IIATE: 
EVIDENCED BY: 
55-1122 W34003). 55-3308(W355<). 55-3309(U13555). 55-39B6CU21352). 55-4424CU13554- 55-6423(^3615) 
* DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT MATER RIGHT: * 
SOURCE INFORMATION. 
A. QUANTITY OF WATER: 0.339 CfS 
B. SOURCE: Underground Water Well 
C. POINT(S) OF DIVERSION. 
COUNTY: Utah 
Permanent Change 
YOUNG0033 
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CHANGE APPLICATION NUMBER: for Water Right: 55-1122 (c222CJRlLEY) Pageu 2 
POINTS OF DIVERSION -• UNDERGROUND: 
(1) N 1.551 feet E 50 feet from W!< corner, Section 32, T :!S, R 5E. SLBM 
WELL DIAMETER: 2 inches WELL DEPTH 14 feet 
(2) N 270 feet E 1,020 feet from $& corner. Section 07. T !SS. R IE. SLBM 
WELL DIAMETER: 6 inches ' WELL DEPTH. 237 feet 
(3) N 1.905 feet'E 670 feet from SH corner. Section 07, T >S. R IE. SLBM 
WELL DIAMETER: Inches WELL DEPTH: 
3. WATER USE INFORMATION, 
The Water Right represented by this change application 1s SUPPLEMENTAL to other Hater RlflHS. 
IRRIGATION: from Apr 1 to Oct 31. 
STOCKWATERING: from Jan 1 to Dec 31. 
DOMESTIC: from Jan 1 to Dec 31. 
IRRIGATING: 27.ft>00 acres. 
EQUIVALENT LIVESTOCK UNITS: 136. 
FAMILIES: 2. 
4. PLACE OF USE. (Which includes all or part of the following legal subdivisions:} 
BASE TOWN RANG SEC 
•'SI bS I t " 0 / 
18 
N0R1H-WESTJT WORTH-EASTk''"" SOQTH-tfB1^ SOUTH-EAST!*! 
NW NE SW SE NW NE SW SE NW N£ SW i £ NW NE SW SEJ 
• * * *** 
*** LJJ JfJ 
*** 
*** 
I 1 1- !*** 
__.! 1.1 J*** 
• 
L l 
%i 
* THE FOLLOWING CHANGES ARE PROPOSED: 
SOURCE INFORMATION. 
A. QUANTITY OF WATER: 112.9 aere-feet 
B. SOURCE: Underground Water Wells (7) COUNTY: Utah 
C. POINT(S) OF DIVERSION. Same as HERETOFORE, but ADDING tie following: 
POINTS OF DIVERSION
 t UNDERGROUND: 
(1) S 50 feet W 2.350 feet from NE corner, Section 12. T 4S. R 1W. SLBM 
WELL DIAMETER: 20 Inches WELL 3EP1H: 200 to 800 fee 
C2) S 2.600 feet W 1.900 feet from NE corner. Section 12. T AS. R 1W. SLBM 
WELL DIAMETER: 16 inches- WELL DEPTH.* 200 to 800 fee 
(3) N 1.500 feet W 984 feet from SE corner. Section 26. T 4S, R 1W. SLBM 
WELL DIAMETER: inches WELL DEP'U: 
COMMENT: Existing Well 
(4) N 107 feet E 937 feet from S\ corner. Section 06. T 5S, R IE. SLBM 
WELL DIAMETER: inches WELL DEP'H: 
COMMENT: Existing Well 
D. COMMON DESCRIPTION: Lehi 
YOUNG0034 
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CHANGE APPLICATION NUMBER: for Water Right: 55-1122 (c2220Jf:i.EY) Page: 3 
6. WATER USE INFORMATION* Changed as Follows: 
MUNICIPAL: from Jan 1 to Dec 31. Leh1 City. 
7. PUCE OF USE. Same as HERETOFORE, but ADDING the following: 
8. "EXPLANATORY. 
This joint change application, if approved by the Utah State Enlgneer, will 
ultimately only be vaild when the Water Rights are actually traisferred to 
Lehi City. The place of use 1s proposed to be within the s*»rv1:e area of Leh1 
City. 
9. SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT(S). 
The undersigned hereby acknowledges that even though he/she/they ma/ have been assisted 
in the preparation of the above-numbered application. through the courtesy of the 
employees of the Division of Water Rights, all responsibility for the accuracy of the 
information contained herein, at the\t1me of filing, rests with the applicant(s). 
Jf Lehr'city Corporation 
rney " A 
YOUNGOR?§ 
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Building Inspection • 801-768-7120 
Planning &. Zoning • 801-768-7120 
Fax • 801-768-7122 
Pioneers Past and Present 
BUILDING & PLANNING DEPARTMENTS 
99 West Main • Suite 100 • Lehi, Utah 84043 
July 27,2005 
Mr. Randy Young 
Stone River Development, LLC 
9537 South Misty Oaks Circle 
South Jordan, Utah 84095 
Subject: Gurney Estates Water Rights 
Dear Mr. Young: 
As I indicated to you last week, Paul Peterson and I were reviewing water right issues and 
discovered that the water rights for the Gurney, Jeppson, Smith Annexation have not been 
Provided to Lehi City since Lehi Metropolitan Water District has not received a well water right 
deed from the Gurneys. Item No. 1 of the water agreement between Lehi MWD, the Gurneys 
and Developer must be completed (deeding of well water rights) before item No. 3 (MWD water 
right transfer to Lehi City). 
Mr. Peterson stated that Lehi MWD does have the water rights to convey to Lehi City and will 
do so as soon as item No. 1 of the agreement is completed. 
Until the above water right transactions are completed the Gurney Estates Subdivision cannot be 
scheduled for final action of the Lehi City Council. 
Hopefully the above issues can be resolved soon so that the development process can continue. 
Lorin Powell 
Lehi City Engineer 
cc: Lehi Metropolitan Water District 
YOUNG0058 
